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Young Wild West and the Silver Seekers
-OR-

ARJETTA'S "HOT LEAD SAUCE"
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
ACROSS THE DESERT.

It was an hour of noon. The scorch:ng sun shone with relentless force on the sandy strip in Southeastern Nevada
that must be crossed to enter the fertile district known as
Meadow Valley.
To the right a faint blue line could be seen which indicated
th ....t the Morman Range started there and pursued its way
northward, while to the left the Meadow Valley Range
showed up plainer.
There was not a breath of air, nor the least sound to be
heard, and a more forsaken spot it would be hard to find.
To the south, a mile away, there suddenly appeared a cloud
of dust which might have been caused by a sudden gust of
wind or the hoofs of horses.
Had there been any one there to watch the cloud of dust he
would have soon found that a number of horses caused the
fine sand of the desert to raise in a cloud, for 'RS it gradually spread they would have become plainly discernible.
There were eight of the horses, and all but two of them
had riders.
The two were simply pack-horses, loaded with the camping outfit of the party.
When we say that there were three females in the party
-two of them mere girls in their teens-it might appear
strange, fo1· over that sandy tract few men made their way,
according to the aspect of it.
There was no such thing as a trail to be seen anywhere,
for such a thing could hardly exist there.
It would take but a light puff of wind to obliterate the
tracks made by a troop of cavalry.
Still if any one happened to be in the southern part of
Nevada, and wanted to journey to Bullionville, up in the
silver-bearing district, the nearest way to get there would
be to follow the trail that passed over the patch of desert
waste _into the fertile valley.
Once over it and the traveling was good, and there was
plenty of game to be shot, grass for the horses and shady
trees to shut off the scorching sun.
As has been stated, it was high noon, and as the party
of travelers reached a big hummock of sand their horses
were brought to a halt on the shady side of it and preparations for the noonday meal were begun.
Without any further preliminaries, we might as well state
that the party consisted of Young Wild West and his friends.
Young Wild West was, without a doubt, the best known boy
hero of the Wild West at the t :me of which we write. which
was a few years ago, when lawleos bands of both whites and
Indians roved the plains and hid themselves in the fastnesses

of the mountains for the purpose of preying upon wagon
trains and travelers.
In some parts of the West are the same conditions to this
day, but at this time one could not go almost anywhere in
that part of the Wild West and find them.
Being the recognized Champion Deadshot of the West, and
called by his friends and acquaintances the Prince of the
Saddle, it may be readily believed that the boy was a little
above the average where horsemanship and skillful shooting
came in.
But that constituted only part of the boy's qualifications
to make up a real Westerner of the dashing and fearless sort.
Young Wild West was specially noted for his coolness and
daring at any stage of the game, ~nd for his good judgment.
He held documents from the War Department which permitted him to take part in quelling any Indian uprising and
authorizing him to aid the commanders of the different forts
and posts.
This may seem strange, since he was but a boy. But he
had made a name for himself as a scout before he had
passed his seventeenth year, and as he had been the mea:ns
of saving many lives, as well as valuable property,_ h~ had
been recognized by the department and been appomted as
the only special scout of the times, to act when he saw fit
and to give aid when he considered it was needed.
The daring young deadshot was a well-trained athlete, who
could fight in any way at all, and in all the contests hE: I:ad
participated in he had never come out second best, providmg
he had anything like a square deal.
His two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, were
much like him in this respect, and they always traveled with
him, no matter where he went.
Cheyenne Charlie was a tall man, straight as an 'arrow,
with long black hair, mustache and a bronzed face that had
been fanned by the winds of the plains and mountains from
Mexico to Manitoba.
Though an experienced scout and Indian fighter, Cheyenne
Charlie did not place himself on an equal footing with the
dashing boy he liked to call his leader, as well as his pare!.
Jim Dart was a boy about the same age as Young Wild
West. He had not been born to be a leader. but was always
there when working under the instructions of the dashing
young deadshot.
Young Wild West was as handsome as he was brave and
fearless. He was always attired in a fancy hunting suit of
bucksk:n, and with his long light chestnut hair hanging over
his broad and shapely phoulders, he made a true picture of
what he was-a dashing, real live hero of the Wild West.
With the exception of the two Chinamen, who were employed to cook and do the work, these three constituted the
'
males of the party.
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The elder of the• three females with them was ,-...1ma the
Not that he was a great fighter, and fought off their enewife of Cheyenne Charlie, the scout.
'
111.ies successfully, but by me,rns of his extreme cleverness.
The t wo young girls were Arietta :Murdock, the charming
'1110ugh very innocent-looking , Hop was one of t he smartsweetheart of Young Wild West, and Eloise Gardner, Jim est Ch,namen that ever crossed the broad and rolling PaDart's sweetheart.
cific.
Arietta was a t111e Western girl in every ·particular. She
He was a sleight-of-hand performer, a ventriloquist, an exwas brave, a splendid shot and could ride and manage a pert gambler and a born humorist.
horse as well as the average co,_;v-boy.
·
Take 11.im altogether, he could not be beat .
Neither the scout's wife nor Eloise had been reared in the
But more about h :m later on.
West, but they had lived there long enough to become acIt was not long before the noonday meal was ready, and
quainted with it and its ways, and it would have been hard then they all ate what they wanted.
to induce them to leave it, for they liked the life of going
"Well," said Young Wild West, after an ·interval of fifteen
from place to place, with the dashing young deadshot and, minutes, "I don't know as we can make anything by stayinghis partners.
here. We might just as well be moving-, for the quif,lrnr we
Not always did they go on the trips with Young Wild get aw::iy from this sand the better it will be, I think.'
West, but it was seldom they missed helping to make up the
"Yes, there's no use in stayin' here an' roast n· ourselves ;
party.
we inight do it while we're ridin', I reckon."
O_ur ~ere was the owner of mines er:ou,g-h to b!ing- him_ in
This was the opinion of all hands, so a few minutes later
a mce mcome, and he ~hose to spend his mcome m travelmg- they mounted and 10de off toward the north.
about the country lookmg for advent_ure. .
.
Over the hot sands they went , a.ncl gradually the mountain
It had become a second nature ?'Ith him to do th!s, al!-~ ranges on either side showed up plainer.
the mor~ }le -followed that kmd of llfe the better he liked 1_c.
At the expiration of t\,O hours they could see the wooded
Somet1m1:s he found_fortune, as well_ as adventure, and this valley almost straight ahead of them.
There was no mistaking that they were nearing the end
only mad~ it more desirable t<? follow it up. .
One thmg about Young Wild West and his t-wo partners of t he st•·etch of the de ·ert
was that they were always looking for the opportunity to
•
~
·
it a good turn, and they were ever
Beds of prickl y cacti were numerous now, and that m.)ant
do somebody desen,ing
ready to suppress vice and punish the guilty.
that they were gradually getting where vegetat:on _grew.
As we find them on the desert waste in Nevada they are 011
It was very warm, but they bore up 'i.1nder it and thought
·
h 1 1
B
of the woods they would soon reach.
tl1eu
way to t e itt e t own called ullionville.
It was near the hour of five in the afternoon when they
None of them had ever been there, and hearing that mines
were being rapidly developed in that section, they thought it left the desert behind them and came to a small patch of
would pay them to ride up that way and take a look at timber.
things.
Young Wild West hoped to find watar there, but was dis"Boys," said Young Wild West, as Wing Wah, the cook, appointed.
they pushed on
,,..1 s starting a fire from a bundle of fagots he had been
After g ,ving the horses a breathing spell ,
thoughtful enough to gather before they stiuck the desert. again and soon struck a trail.
"I reckon we will be out of this before night. The blue hills
"I guess we are all right now," our hel'O said. "Here is
are showing on eit:,er side now, and four or five hours will the regular trail that leads through Meadow Valley. We'll
make a dig difference in the country, I'll bet. "
find vater pretty soon now."
He was addressing his remarks to Cheyenne Charlie and
He was ri.P,"ht, too, for in less than half an hour they came
Jim Dart, who had followed him around the sand hummock to a little creek that was fed from the mountains to the left,
and were gazing northwa1·d.
and which flowed on until it disappeared underg-round.
"I reckon you'1·e right, Wild," answered Cheyenne Charlie.
"I reckon this is a good enough place t cr stop overnight,
"If we don't strike grass afore five o'clock I'll jest take a Wild." cbservecl Cheyenne Charlie, as they halted and dischaw out of my hat, an' I will swallow foer chaw, too."
mounted near the b"ank of the creek.
•
"I think you are safe on that propos:tion, Charlie," spoke
"Yes, this is certainly good enoug-h," was the reply: "We
up Jim Dart, with a laugh. "I imagine I can see green grass couldn't- ask for anything better th::n this, after bemg all_
and running water now."
day on a sanely desert, with nothing but the burning- sun 'to
"But yer can't, though," was the retort. "Imagination is lock at."
good, but ther real thing is better."
The work of getting the camp in shape was begun at once.
"That's as true as anything you ever said. Charlie." obThe thirsty horses drank eagerly o: the water from the
served Young Wild West. "But, come! I guess we had bet- creek and then turned to the grass that grew abundant ly
ter divide up what water we have got with the horses. 'They on the bank.
need it worse than we do, I guess."
It was a delicious change to linger under the verdant trees
They turned and attended to the wants of the horses as and watch the sun as it neared the horizon of the west.
best they could under the existing circumstances, and then
But the girls did not indulge in this sort of thing- very
sat down with the girls, who were trying their best to get out long.
of the sun.
Th
.
t
t t' ·
m
·
But Old Sol was now directly overhead, and to get out
.ey were as amaous as any one e1se o ge mngs
of his rays they , would have to bury themselves in the pow- shape for the night, and they set out to help.
dery sand.
'l'hen it was not long before there was a real chance to
But they were acclimated to all sorts of weather, so they re st·
simply made the best of it.
Just as the sun disappeared a stray buck appeared about> a
One of the Chinamen took no part in the pre--paration of hundred yards away on t he bank of the c1·eek.
the dinner, but after helping with the horses, he sat down
Wild pointed out the animal to Arietta.
in the sand and took things easy.
"Fresh meat for breakfast, Et," he said, su11;9;estively.
"Velly muchee hottee," he observed, after he had thought
'The girl gave a nod and quickly got her rifle.
a while.
What little breeze there was came from the wrong way,
"That's right, Hop," answered Young Wild West. "I g-uess so the buck had not smelled them out as yet.
But he never would now, for Arietta n ever missed a shot
you would not care to spend a great deal of your time around
here, would you?"
like that.
·
"No, Misler Wild, me likee plenty of tlecs and plenty of
Rais·ng her rifle to her shoulder, she took a quick aim and
watee, and plenty of tanglefoot, and--"
pulled the trigger.
"Ther tanglefoot had ter be mentioned, of course," interCrang!
rupted Cheyenne Charlie. "'Ther heathen galoot would die if
As the report rang out the buck staggered for an instant,
he couldn't git drunk as often as once a week."
and then giving i leap for the undergrowth, fell dead.
The fact was that Hop Wah, who was a brother to the
Cheyenne Charlie drew his hunting knife and ran for the
cook, was really very fond of tanglefoot, as he called the spot, followed by Hop Wah.
whisky sold at the- mining camps, settlements and towns.
"Anothei· splendid shot, Arietta," observed the scout's wife,
But notwithstanding this failing, he was a very valuable looking at the girl with admiring- eyes.
a cquisition to the party.
" Oh, that wasn't a great shot, Anna," was the reply. "It is
On more than one occasion he had been the means of sav- only about a hundred yards, and an animal of that size ought
ina the lives of. diff'0rcnt O'll<:G•
to be hit easily."
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along this creek, and you have the choice of them. Now
light out!"
"Thunder! I guess we had better go, boys," said the
leader, as he looked uneasily at the revolver that was leveled
at him with such a steady hand. "It looks as thoug-h these
people ain't sociable."
The rest were quite ready to go.
One of them turned, and without a word, rode across the
creek.
Then the rest followed.
The leader was the last to move.
As he turned to mount his horse Wild let the muzzle of
his revolver follow him.
"Oh, don't think about shootin' ; I ain't no desperado," said
the man.
"I hardly think you are a very dangerous fellow," was the
calm retort. "But I guess it is just as well to keep you
covered. I have an idea that you are one of the sneaking
kind, who would let a shot go on the sly. Anyhow, I am well
satisfied that you are no good!"
"All right: You're welcome to yom· opinion, M course.
My name is Dan Applegate, an' I'm ther leader of ther gang
which has named t hemselves ther Silver Seek~1·s. We're
lookin' fur a big p]e of silver that was lost here in ther
mountains about two years ago by a big landslide. My
brother an' all his men, with five mule-teams, was swallererl
up by ther landslide, which was caused by an ea1thq uake.
CHAPTER II.
Four hundred thousand dollars' wo1th of silver bullion was
lost at ther same time, an' ther only galoot what escaped onl 11
THE SILVER SEEKERS.
, lived long enough te1· tell what happened. I'm a:1 honest
man, an' it has taken me two years ter fit out a gang ter
Across th~ shallow creek came the horsemen.
There were eleven of them, and some of them had all the come an' look fur ther lost silver. I tell yer r ight now that
you fellers don't want te1· interfere with us. or go te1· follooks of villainous men.
"How are yer, gals?" called out the leader, taking off h's lerin' us. That silver is ours when it's found, an' we'll fight
hat. "You're good fur sore eyes, you are ! You're ther first ter hold it!"
shemales we've seen in over six weeks, an' them what we
"'I guess we are not in the habit of trying to get anything
seen afore that wasn't half as putty as you are. Jine in awav from people that belongs to them," answered our hero
~ivin' a cheer fur ther putty gals what has come ter Medder coolly. "But I'll bet that you are lying when you f·ay that
Valley, boys!"
it was your brother who was lost with the s·lver bulli0n. If
The horsemen swung their hats and let out a rousing- there is any truth about there being four hundred foousanrl
cheer.
dollars' worth of silver bullion lost somewhere, you have got
They all dismounted then, and the leader began walking- no claim to it, and you know it."
Dan Applegate winced at this.
about the camp as though he belonged there.
"I heard one of yom· pards say a little while ago that you
He saw the cook busy getting the supper ready.
"J est fix up enough fur us all, heathen," he said. coolly. "I was Young Wild West, didn't I?" he ask eel.
"I guess you d'd, if you were liste·1ing."
reckon we'll stop right here with yer to-night. We're ther
"Well, I don't know yer, nor I never hea:-d tell_of yeT; b;-1t
Silver Seekers, an' we're all good people."
At this Young Wild West stepped u)) and touched him on I'll tell yer one thing! Yer don't want to fool with ther Silver Seekers."
the arm.
"And the Silver Seekers don't want to fool with us-or
"I guess you fellows had better move on," he said, quietly.
rather they had better not try to fool with us."
"What!"
,
"Well, you've got ther best of ther_ ar!','rnncnt, but there's
The man was very much surprised.
"Yes, that's right; you had better move on. According- to another time comin'," said the man, sigmficantly.
"All right.- When that other time comes you had better
what I see, you have g·ot a. pretty good camping outfit ,vith
you, so you are able to take care of yourselves pretty well. be on the watch, Dan Applegate."
The lea,der of the Silver Seekers said no more, but put h's
We don't want you heTe with us."
"You-don't-w ant-us-here-,v ith-you !" retorted the horse to the creek and joined his companions, who we re waitm an, dragg·ng the words and speaking in a voice that indi- ing on the other side.
Our friends stm had them covered, and, though there were
cated the utmost surprise.
eleven of them, not one of the numbet rrtade t he least move
"No. we don't want you here!"
to draw a shooter.
Wild spoke out sharply this time.
They rode back into the woods and disappeared from view.
Then the leader of the Silver Seekers, as he said they were,
"Well, I guess our little surprise party has left us," obbroke into a coarse laugh.
"What do yer think of that, boys'?" he asked, turning to served Young Wild West, coolly. "That is what l call a gang
of crooks, for fair. They had an idea they could rlo just as
his men. "He says he don't want us here."
"I reckon they all heard what he said," spoke ,,p Cheyenne they pleased with us when they rode over the creek, I supCharlie, and he quickly drew both his revolvers. "When pose. The chances are that they would have been fer bestowYoung Wild West tells yer a th.:ng yer kin bet your life he ing kisses upon the girls if they had been allowed to go
means it. Now, if yer take my advice, you'll move on putty ahead." ·
quick. If yer don't hot lead will begin ter sizzle at yerl"
"If they had tried that I guess they would have found out,"
Wild now jerked a revolver from his belt and leveled it exclaimed Arietta, her blue eyes flashing.
squarely at the leader.
"Oh, I know they would have found out, Et." was the reply. "But never Inind, it is over, for the time be'ng anyhow.
"Move!" he exclaimed.
The fellow looked around at his followers, as though ex- It is a pretty sure thing that we will see more of the Silver
Seekers, as they call themselves, but there is no use in worpecting them to interfere.
rying about it. I guess we can take caTe of them all right.
But not one of them had offered to pull hls gun.
J im and the girls were now covering the bunch of them We have been up against woTse gangs than ~his one, I think,
and we always cmne out at the top of the heap, too."
and Charlie was grinning with delig-ht.
Hop had started a fire and his brother was getting the cof"I sized you up and came to the conclusion that you are
a bad lot;' said our hero in his cool and easy way. "We fee made.
The scout and Dart turned their attention to the buck Aridon't want you here, as I said before. I don't care whether
you nre the Silver Seekers or a gang of outlaws! You can't etta had shot; while Young Wild West kept a watch on the
stop here w; th us! There are lots of good places to camp place where the eleven men :qad disappeared.

"That may be true, but you have got to hit it in the right
spot, too, you know."
"Oh you could do it, as well as I."
"I can shoot at ~ mark, and make a pretty good score, but
I always get a httle nervous when I take a shot at big
game," retorted Anna, shak:ng her head.
Charlie and Hop had just succeeded in skinning the buck
when a number of horsemen suddenly appeared from the
woods on the opposite side of the creek.
O~r friends sized them up quickly and came to the conclus10n that ~hey were a party of prospectors, since they
had bunos with them carrying outfits that suggested it.
"Hello!" called out one, who was evidently the leader, as
they rode up and came to a halt on the other side of the little
stream.
"We didn't expect ter see any shemales here! This are a
treat, I say, boys!"
It must have been, by the way the rest of the crowd yelled
their approval.
"I guess we'll come over an' jine your leetle party," went
on the leader, as he put his horse into the creek.
The girls grew a trifle uneas y, but Young Wild West and
his partners smiled grimly.
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The young deadshot was pretty sure that something would
happen before long, so he picked up his rifle and stood near
a tree that was not more than ten feet from the bank of the
creek.
Five minutes passed and there came a puff of smoke from
the woods a hundred yards or more distant.
Crang!
The report of a rifle rang out and a bullet whizzed over
the head of Dart.
Wild was ready for just such a move.
His rifle was at his shoulder before the report had hardly
died out.
Crangl
He fired a shot at the very spot the smoke came from.
Then all was still.
"I guess I didn't get him, Jim," he said, coolly. "But I'll
bet the bullet came as close to him as his did to you! When
it gets dark I'll take a run over there and find out where the
scoundrels are. They may be seeking for silver all right, but
they are a bad gang just the same."
Charlie and Jim both had their rifles in their hands now,
and, crouching behind the trees, they waited for another
shot to be fired.
But none came.
"They won't try that again; it is too risky," said Wild.
"They will wait till after dark. They mean us, I guess."
Fortunately the two tents our friends occupied as sleeping
quarters had been erected so several big trees hid them from
the place where the Silver Seekers had taken their stand.
So long as the girls remained behind the trees they would
not be in any great danger, unless they were fired upon from
some other direction.
Supper was cooked, and then they ate it, not forgetting to
keep a sharp watch across the creek.
·
It was beginning to get dark now, and on~e it was good
aud dark, Wild knew that the trouble would commence, providing the Silve1· Seekers really meant to try and wipe them
out.
Wild crept to the edge of the bank and looked up the
creek.
·
There was nothing to be seen there that indicated anything out of the ordinary.
Then he turned his gaze down the stream.
He was just in time to catch sight of two men crossing
at a point something like four hundred feet below.
In the twilight he could just distinguish their forms, and
he knew what was up right away.
The ~illains meant to creep upon them, though for just
what purpose he did not know.
It could hardly be that two of them would try to shoot
them down.
"Maybe more of them came over ahead of them," he
thought. "Well, I guess the best thing to do is to go and
meet them. Then I will find out all about it."
Stepping back to the camp, he told his partners what was

up.

Then, revolver in hand, he started through the woods in the
direction he had seen the men crossing the creek.
. Wild moved very cautiously.
He was not going to allow the villains to discover him. if
he could possibly help it.
He had not gone more than a hundred and fifty feet when
he heard light footfalls ahead of him.
The young deadshot gave a nod of satisfaction.
"I guess they are only trying to find out just how we are
located," he muttered under h;s breath. "They d,dn't have
time to look around much when they came over the creek
before dark."
The boy now crouched behind a tree and waited in silence.
He could hear the sound of soft footfalls, and he knew that
the villains were trying to approach cautiously.
But they were not making much of a success of it.
They would hardly have made good spies.
A few seconds later and Wild could see their forms in the
darkness.
There were only two of them and they were keep:ng close
together.
Young Wild West smiled.
"They are afraid to part, I guess." he thought. "One of
them would have been enough, but I suppose none of them
would come alone. Well. I'll just give them a surprise in
a very few seconds now."
The next moment they came right along within half a
doze». feet of the waiting boy.
'

Not until they passed him did he make a move.
Then Wild started no:selessly after them.
All unconscious of the fact that they were being closely
followed by one of the very ones they were bent upon spying
on, the two villains moved on.
"I guess I'll let you go as far as you want to, and then I'll
make you go all the way," muttered Wild under his breath.
"Keep right on; you are doing nicely."
The two men no doubt thought they were making out
finely, for every now and then they paused to listen, and
then, with a satisfied whisper, they started ahead again.
There was no light in the camp to show them just where
it was, for it was too warm to keep a fire burning, and our
hero had deemed it best not to have a lantern lighted.
Nearer and nearer the two Silver Seekers got to the camp.
Wild could now hear his friends talking in low tones, and
he knew they must hear it. too.
The next minute he could see the tents looming up in the
darkness.
The two men paused, and, after a short conversation in
very low whispers, they dropped close to the ground and began creeping forward.
Wild kept right on wall:ing.
Not until they were within twenty feet of the nearest tent
did the two men pause.
Then they craned their necks to get a look around.
"Don't stop here! Go r;ght on!" exclaimed Wild, in a loud
voice.
As the two villains sprang to their feet in alarm they found
a brace oi revolvers staring them in the face.

CHAPTER III.
WILD FINDS OUT CONSIDERABLE.

Young Wild West was certainly master of the si·~uation.
"Walk right into the camp, or I'll bore a couple of holes
through you!" he said. "You carr.e here to find out how we
were situated, so you m·ght as well get the whole particulars
and have done with it."
"We didn't mean nothin'," faltered one of them. "We
wasn't goin' ter do nothin'."
"Never mind. Move on ahead."
By this time Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were on the
spot.
"Yer got ther sneakin' coyotes, hey, Wild?" remarked the
scout, with a nod of sat·sfaction. "That's good! Now I
reckon we'll find out somethin'."
The two villains marched into the camp like lambs.
Then they were relieved of their weapons in a hurry by
Jim Dart. ·
"Just fetch them down in the little hollow that is back of
the tents, boys," said Wild. "Then light a lantern and we'll
have a look at them."
Jim got the lantern ru1d Charlie led the two prisoners to
the spot indicated by our hero.
The captive villains were very docile.
They seemed to be pretzy badly frightened, and it was evident that they had the idea in their heads that they were
going to be killed.
But Young Wild West soon relieved their minds on that
score.
As soon as the lantern was lighted he looked them over
and said:
"Well, how do you fellows feel 7"
"Not very comfortable," answered one of them,
"I suppose not. But don't worry; we are not golng to kill
you. We don't do business that way; We are not like your
gang."
"I reckon we don't want ter kill nobody," answered the
man who had not spoken before.
"Is that so? What did one of you fl.re a shot at us for
just after dark? You d:dn't want to kill any of us then, did
you?"
"No; it was only done ter scare yer."
"Well,, when ~ answered the shot I didn't do it to scare
you; I tried to hit the galoot that fired at us. I guess I came
p~·etty near doing it,,,too, though I only had the smoke from
his rifle to shoot at.
"Yer did come mighty near hittln' him, Young Wild West,"
spoke up the other man. "Ther bullet hit ther barrel of hia
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rifle an' glanced off and lodged in a tree near by. It w::.s a
close call ful' Dan Applegate. "
"Well, I wouldn't feel very sorry if he had got it in his
heart. Applegate is no good, and I am' certain of it. I don't
make a mistake when I size up a man. Now, then, I am
going to ask you two galoots a few questions. What are
your names, to begin with?"
"Andy Huff is my name, an'--"
"Ike Muffin is mine," chimed in the other fellow ..
"Well, there is nothing in a n~me, they say, so it makes
little difference who you are,' I suppose. Now, there are
eleven in your gang, are there not?"
"Yes; there was twelve when we left Bullionville, but one
met with an acc:dent."
It was Andy Huff who seemed inclined to talk the most.
"And the gang is in search of foul' hundred thousand dollars' worth of silver bullion, is that right?"
''Yes, that's right, Young Wild West." "And it was Dan Applegate's brother who Jost his life
when the silver was bur:ed by the landslide?"
"That's what Dan says."
"But you don't know for certain?"
"No; I never met Dan till about a month afore we started
fur here. Me an' Ike is his two best men, he says. '!'hat's
why he sent us out t er find out what you folks was up to
to-night."
"I thought maybe you two came because the others were
afraid to."
"\IVell, there's somethin' in that, I reckon, ain't there,
Ike?"
"There's a whole lot in it," answered the other rascal.
"Now, then," went on Wild, "I want to know why it was
that Dan Applegate fired at us before dark?"
"He done it ter try an' scare yer away from here," replied
Andy Huff.
"He don't want us around here, then?"
"No; he's afraid you'll foller us."
"I guess he knows by this time that we are not thieves,
don't he?"
"I don't know what" he thinks about that. Dan says as how
that silver bullion belongs ter him, by rights, an' he ain't
goin' ter have no one else botherin' it."
"Well, we don't want any silver that belongs to him, I will
tell you that plainly. But he must not think that he can
scare us away. This is a free country, and we have got as
much right here as any one .else has. It will take more than
eleven such fellows as you are to scare us. Now I am going
to give you a little advice. and you don't have to take it if
you don't want to. It is this: Go back to your friends and
tell them that they had better let us alone. If they don't
some of them will be apt to die suddenly. Then there won't
be so many Silver Seekers. That's all I have got to say, so
you can look around and find out just how we are located
here, and then go back and report. We don't want you here,
for we don't mean t o be bothered with any prisoners."
The two villains looked at each other, and delight shone on
their faces.
They were surprised to learn that they were going to be let
off so easily.
"You're as white as they make 'em, Young Wild West,"
said Andy Huff. "I'm much obliged ter yer fur lettin' us go.
Yer had us dead ter rights, an' yer could have strung us up,
or shot us, if yer had took ther notion. I shan't furgit yer
fur this."
"Them's my sentiments exactly, as they say in a political
meetin'," spoke up Ike Muffin. "You're all right, Young Wild
West , an' so is ther l'est of yer !"
"Give them their weapons, Jim, and let them go," observed
our hero.
Jim obeyed, and then, bowing in a respectful way, the two
villains left the camp, taking the same route they had used
to approach it.
They had not gone more than a few yards when Wild
started after them.
He wanted to follow them to their camp and hear the report they made.
It was easy for the young deadshot to do this, for he was
an experienced scout, and if the rest of the Silver Seekers
were no better skilled in woodcraft than Andy Huff and Ike
Muffin there would be little danger of his being caught.
But if he was caught it would not matter much.
Young Wild West was not afraid to cope with the whole
lot of them, providing he had anything like a square deal.
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Of course if he was surprised and overpowered it would
be different.
When the two men crossed the shallow creek Wild was
right behind them.
He could see enough t o know that the water was not much
more than ankle deep at th2t point.
He stepped in and began picking his way across, not hardly
making a sound, the moment the two men had disappeared
in the shrubbe1·y on the other side.
Once over t he creek, it was easy to get up p1·etty close to
them without being discovered.
In this way he followed them until they reached their
camp.
A fire was burning brightly and the rest of the villainous
gang were seated about it in a circle.
They arose at the sou::id of the footsteps of the approaching two, and the next moment Dan Applegate called out:
"Hello! Is that you, boys?"
"Yes, Dan," Huff answered. "We got back a little quicker
than we thought we would. One time I didn't think we was
goin' t er git back at all."
"What! How is that, Andy?" and the leader of the gang
showed much surprise.
"Well, Young Wild West catched -qs."
"Yer don't mean it!"
"That's rig-ht, Dan," spoke up Buffin. "He catched us afore
we had got hardly where we wanted te1· git. Give us an invitat·on ter walk right on into their camp, too, an' we went
'cause he had a shooter in both hands."
"Thunder!" exclaimed Applegate. "How is it that he let
yer come away?"
" 'Cause he's a white boy, an' as square as a die," answered
Muffin.
"That's right, Dan," his companion hastened to say. "There
ain't no .gittin' out of it, but Young Wild West is all wool an'
a yard wide !"
Our hero could not help smiling when he heard this.
He was not sorry at having given the two men their lib·
erty now.
One thing about it, he had partly gained their friendship,
and .he figured that if anything should happen that would
cause the need of it they could be counted on to render some
assistance.
"So yer think Young Wild West is all right, do yer?" asked
Applegate, after a short silence. "I s'pose the1· first thing
I know you'll be fur shakin' us an' j'inin' his party?"
"Oh, no," answered Muffin and Huff as if in one breath.
"Well, what are yer talkin' about, then? Don't yer know
that it won't do fur us ter go huntin' around where ther
buried silver is, with them right near by? Ain't it more'n
likely that they're here fur ther purpose of findin' ther silver? They might have heard somethin' about it, an' it's
likely they have. Ther first one what finds it will have a
claim ter it, an' if they kin hold on ter it long enough ter git
it ter a ma1·ket they'll .vin out. It's anybody's silver."
"I thought yer said it was your brother's what got killed
with ther landslide when ther silver was buried," spoke up
Andy Huff.
"I did say that. But that ain't so. Ther silver was buried
by some Injuns what found it in a cave. I ain't ther only
one as heard of it, an' there's others what has looked fur it,
too. But no one has found it yet. an' I reckon that I've got
on ther right track of it. We kin git to ther spot where l
think ther silver will be found by to-morrer noon, an' if
Young Wild West happens t er feller us we won't dare ter
dig fur it. Him an' his pards will most likely try ter git
it away from us, yer know. There's only one way ter do, an'
that is ter clip over ther three of 'cm. Then it are most
likely that them gals they've got with 'em will be glad t er
throw themselves on our mercy. Ther two heathens won't
amount ter much, so we needn't be afraid of 'em,. 'I'here's
jest three in ther bunch what has got ter be done away with,
an' they are Young Wild West an' his two pa1·tners. Boys,
there ain't no use in tryin' ter think anything different about
it. ~f we expect ter git hold of ther silver bullion we've got
ter git rid of ther boy an' his pards. It don't make no difference how much Andy an' Muffin_thinks Young Wild West is
all right; he's got ter go under, or else we've got ter give
up huntin' fur ther silver. No_w, then, which is it ter be ?
We'll put it ter a vote. Them what's in fur keepin' on an'
findin' ther silver bullion will say aye!"
"Aye!" came the almost unanimous retort.
"Them what's opposed, say no."
There was a silence.
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"Sho's carr:ed, by gosh! Now, then, I want yer ter put on
your thinkin' caps an' see what yer kin suggest."
They nll sat down. and soon they were whispering to each
other.
The two men who had visited the camp of our friends under such peculiar circumstances talked together in low tones,
too, but Wild was pretty certain that they were not trying
to think of a way to d ispose of him and his partners.
He had just enough faith in them now to think that they
would stick by him, rather than try to injure him.
He waited to hear what the plans of the villains were in
regard to the situation.
After a while one of the men called the leader and said:
"Well, Dan, I reckon I've got a putty good idea."
"What is it, Blecker?"
"S'pose we go on in ther mornin' an' watch if Young Wild
West is follerin' us? If he does foUer us we kin lay a trap
fur him an' s}1oot him an' his pards down without givin'
them a chance ter git at us. I've talked ter three or four
of ther boys, an' they all think that would be a fine way ter
do it. One thing, it would be putty safe fur us. Ther only
thing is that ther gals might git shot by accident durin' their
fun."
"Oh, I reckon we could be careful enough not ter hit ther
gals." answered the leader, nodding his head. "We could fix
it so that we could all fire at once at ther three we want ter
lay low. It woulrl all be over in no time then. An' then we
could ride up an' g-rab thcr gals afore J;hey hardly knowed
what had happened."
"I'm glad yer like my idea, Dan."
"It's a mighty good one, Bleeker, an' we'll act on it. vVe'H
start out ther first thing in ther mornin', an' yer kin bet
your sweet life that Young Wild West will foller us."
"That is a sure bet," thought Wild from his place of concealment. ·
He remained there a short t ime after that, and, satisfied
that the villains had really resolved upon acting on the su,g-gestion of the man called Bleeker, he made his way back
to the camp.

CHAPTER IV.
OUR FRIENDS GET AHEAD OF THE SILVER SEEKERS.

The night passed without any more interruptions.
Young Wild West was not much worried about the Silver
Seekers shooting them down from ambush.
They were more interested than worried, for our hero had
declared that he was now satisfied that there was a treasure
buried somewhere, and that they had as much right to it as
any one else.
"I did not think that Dan Applegate had ·any claim on it,
if there was a lot of sjlver bullion lost around here somewhere,". he said the next morning, as they were eating an
early breakfast. "I am very glad I found out what I d id last
night . . Now we know for certain that the Silver Seekers
are nothing more than a set of ruffians, and the fact that
they have arranged to shoot us down in cold blood shows
just how far they will go in villainy. But I don't mean to
allow them to shoot us down. Since no one owns the lost
silver, we will try and own it. That will be one way to get
square on the gang for passing death sentence on us."
"That's right, Wild," answered Cheyenne Charlie. "I only
hope that there is a lot of silver buried, but it might be that
Dan Applegate is mistaken about it. S'pose it is only some
fairy story that some one has got up fur ther fun of it?"
"Well, if it is it won't take a great deal of our time to find
out about it; so I guess we will see it through, especially as
the Silver Seekers ai-e going to try and trap us."
They had broiled venison for breakfast that morning, and
shortly after the meal was over they got ready, to leave.
Wild now thought it would be a good idea to find out
whether the Silver Seekers had started yet, so he bade his
fri ends wait a few minutes and went back into the woods. ·
He soon found a tree that could be climbed easily and he
was soon going up it with the agility of a squirrel.
The young deadshot knew he would be pretty sure of getting a look at the band of villains from the treetop.
He had not got as high as he intended to go when he caught
sight of them.
As they had seen the smoke from the campfire over half
:m hour before, our friends knew just the direction to look,

and when Wild ascended the tree he had his gaze turned that
way.
1'he Silver Seekers were in the act of leaving.
Wild gave a nod of satisfaction, and, waiting until they
had all mounted and rode off, he descended the tree.
'"They are off!" he exclaimed. "Just leaving and head·ng
for the range to the right. I guess we may as v,cll follow
them for a few miles. They won't get ready for their ambush until they get nearly where they want to go, so we may
as well make them believe that we are going to follow their
trail. Come on."
The boy's splendid sorrel stallion was ready for him to
mount, and swing:ng himself in the saddle with the ease and
g:race of a born rider, he headed the party, with Arietta at
his side.
Wild knew that one of the villains would hang back to find
out whether or not they were being followed, and as he
wanted them to know it, he was anxious to move right away.
They crossed the creek, and headed straight for the spot
where the Silver Seekers had been camped.
In a verv few minutes they were there, and ithen it was
easy for them to see the trail.
They did not stop at all, but kept right on.
When they had covered perhaps half a mile they suddenly
caught a view of one of the villains.
He burst into an open space not more than a hundred
yards in advance of them, and he was riding hard, as though
afraid they m ight see him and fire upon him.
·
"But Young Wild West ohly laughed.
"Go on, you coward!" he shouted. "'Ve are searchini:r for
the lost silver bullion, too, and you can bet that if it i::i to be
found we will have it."
Since. the game had been opened he thought it would be a
good idea to let them know just how he stood.
The Silver Seekers never answered, or looked back even.
He was not going to take the chances of doing it.
He was soon out of sight, and then Wild turned to h is
pa1tners and observed:
"Now. then, we must watch for a good place to switch off
this trail. When we find one we will get a lively move on us
and try to get ahead of the gang. If there is any ambushing to be done we'll be the ones to do it, though we won't
shoot them down, as t,hey intend to do with us if they get
the chance."
Charl:e and Jim nodded.
They rode on for about a mile, and then s~riking a r3:vine
on the left which seemed to run parallel with the trail of
the Silver Seekers, they decided to follow it and try to get
ahead by that route.
As Dan Applegate had pack-horses with him, it was hardlv
likely that he would travel any faster than our fr iends had
been going, so Wild figured that if they got a hustle on
them they would be able to come out ahead of them before
noon.
They di4 not find the best of traveling in the ravine, but
they were used to that sort of thing, and so were the horses.
The Chinaman urged the pack-horses to their best and the
ground was rapidly covered.
There was only one thing that would cheat them of their
desire, and that was for the ravine to lead to some place
where they could not get the horses out of it.
But Young Wild West always took chances when ni:ithing
else offered.
They were in the foot-hills b elow the Mormon Range now
and he knew pretty well that the ravine ought to end w11en
they got a little higher up.
For ten miles they ~ontinued on their way, and then they
suddenly came to the end of it.
Between two high cliffs the ravine opened upon a gentle
ascent that was thickly covered with light timbe1· and under-·
brush.
.
"I guess we are all right now," said Wild, nodding lus approval at the result of the move they had made. "Now just
put your eyes on that peak ovei· there that looks like an old
man's head. We want to land right under it by noon. Come
on!"
They all saw the landmark he referred to, and they knew
it could easily be reached by the time he specified. for it
was not more than fifteen or twenty miles distant.
When they got well upon the rise Young Wild West turned
and looked back where he thought the Silver Seekers ought
to be.
"I guess we have come out somewhere about where they
expected to fetch up," he said. "Well, they will wa:t for us
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until they get tired, and then they will come on, I suppose.
Dan Applegate said last nig'h.t that they should be able to
r each the spot where the silver bullion is buried by noon, so
if that is the case we ought to reach it a little before that
time. But we'll head for the peak up there, anyhow."
This being settled upon, they rode on and were soon threading their way through the mountain forest.
Wild knew, of course, that if they found the silver treasure
it would only be by pure chance, unless the Silver Seekers
found it first.
In that case he did not intend to try to get it away from
them, for even if they were villains it would belong to them.
But he had a strong idea that they would be lucky enough
to discover the place by accident-if there was really such
a place in existence.
Applegate had r.ot spoken anvthing definite about the spot
where the silver bullion was supposed to be buried, and it
was hardly likely that he knew exactly.
Anyhow, if he did. he had not seen fit to let his companions know about it.
Our friends now rode along at an easy gait.
It was very near noon when they came to a level plateau
that was perhaps a dozen acres in extent, which was directly
under the curiously-formed peak they had been heading for.
It ,vas not more than two hundred feet above them, but
now it no longer resembled the head of a man.
The plateau was quite thickly wooded, and finding a stream
of clear, cold water, o'.lr hero decided to camp there.
It was an admirable spot in case they were attacked, too,
for o:i three Ric!eR they had cliffs that were almost perpendicular tc, sh'eld them.
Directly before them lay the incline, with its bushes, rocks
anc1 trees to fall behind.
"I reckon if them Silver Seekers come here after us they'll
,vish they hadn't tried it!" Cheyenne Charlie exda·med, as he
looked over the place and nodded with satisfaction.
"I guess we'll be able to take care of ourselves," Wild answered.
The two Chinamen quickly relieved the pack-horses of
their loads and began getting t,he camp in shape.
The rest turned in and helped them, and it was not long
before everything- was fLxed for a prolonged stay.
Our hero had decided to make this spot his headquarters
until he got through with the Silver Seekers, for the fact
that they hoped to find the lost treasure within half a
day's ride of the spot w~1ere they had stopped overnight
made him feel that they would not go very far from there,
for a while, anyhow.
"Lis velly n:cee p acce." observed Hop ·wah. a? he came
in with a pail of water from the running st ream close by;
"me likee velly muchee, so be."
"I reckon most any place would suit you," answered the
scout. "You'd rather !-,ave somethin' strongcr than that
water, too.''
"Me likee havee lillee tanglefoot, .llisle,· Charl:e," was
the bland and truthfol reply.
As has been hinted, HoD was a ,,0ry clever Chinaman.
Just now he felt in the 11l:mor to have a little fun.
When he felt that "·ay and there was no one else around
he Uf>Fally selected Chc~-enne Charlie as his victim.
"Misler Charlie," said he, producing '\Yhat seemed to be
three brand-new lead penc·ls from his pocket, "you wantee
buy um nicec lillee pencil?"
"No," was the retort. "I never do any writin'. \Vhere
did yer git them pencils, anyhow?"
"Me b'.ly in um last tovm we f>toppee in."
"What did yer pay for 'cm?"
"Me pay a!lee sam0e fifty cents."
"What! yer paid fifty cents fur three le::irl pc~1dls ?"
Hop held them up so he could see them plainly, and
then. as though by accident, he let them drop on the
ground at the scout's feet.
Charlie looked at the:m, of course, and when he did so
he fo:i.nd that there were six of them lying 0~1 the ground.
"Thunder!" he exclairr:ed. "I thought yer only hall three."
"Velly stianire," and Hop shook his head. "l\:Ie onl:y buy
thlee, allee samee."
"See here, you heathen galoot! Don't think you're goin'
ter have any fun with me. I don't care if there's a bushel
of pencils th ere ! I don't want nothin' ter do with yer."
The scout turned and walked away.
It harl been some time since Hop had made him the vict;m
of a joke, and he did not mean to let him do it now, if he
could help it.
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The clever Celestial picked up the pencils and then shook
them about in his hand.
Wild and the girls were watching him, for they always
wanted to see anything new he had to show them.
"How is that. Hop?" asked our hero, as he looked and saw
that there were but three penc:ls in his hand.
"Me no understand, Mislcr Wild," was the innocent rej oinder; "me buy thlee pencils, and when me dlop um on um
glound me see six. Velly muchee stlange."
Just then he let them drop again, and as they struck the
g1·ound there were six of them.
"Come here, Ch,.rlie," sa·d our hero. "I want you to count
these pencils that Hop dropped.
"I don't want nothin' ter do with his nonsense," replied
the scout. "If he goes ter try an' make a fool of me I'll
git mad an' shoot off his pie;-tail. I've been goin' ter do
it lots of times, an' some of these times I'll do it. Then
ther heathen galoot won't never go back to Ch:na agin."
"Me no wantee go backee China," retorted Hop, blandly.
"Melica allee samee goodee 'nough for !is Chinee. Hip hi!
Hoolay for um Stars and Stlipes!"
Charlie now stepped up and looked at the pencils lying on
the ground.
"The1·e's six of 'em, Wild," he said, decisively. "Ther fool
galoot must have dropped three out of h's sleeve when he
let 'em fall. That·s easy enough, I reckon."
Hop smiled and stooped to the ground.
Then he placed tne six pencils along in a row, the ends
touching each other.
A quick movement from him and there were only three· of
the pencils lying side by side.
As Hop stood up Charlie stepped over and placed his foot
on the pencils.
"Now, then, yer heathen galoot," said he. "Yer think
you're r!1ighty smart, but I'll bet ycr five dolbrs that there's
o::uy three of them things under my foot!"
"Alice lig·ht," ,v:,s the smiling rejoinder; "me takee bet,
You pickee up."
The scout obeyed, and as he did so three fell to the ground,
while he had thrne in his haDd!
~

CHAPTER V.
HOP SHOWS A CLEVER TRICK.

I

"Fooled ag'in!" exclaimed the scout, throwing- down the
penc'ls. "I knowed ther heathen was goin' ter g·it ther best
of it."
"Well, it is all rig-ht, anyhow, Charlie," said Wild. as he
,
picked up the alleged pencils.
He soon found that three of them were nothing- but hollow
pieces of tin, and that three pencils hacl fitted into them.
It was quite easy for Hop, v.r'th the aid of.·his sleight-ofhand, to slio them out and in, as he saw fit.
The r:irls lau.r;hed merrily.
"What Hop can't t hink of in the way of funny tricks would
not be worth seeing," Arietta declared.
"Lat no velly funny tlick," Hop answered. "Velly easy;
Mider Charlie no gittee fool; he know um allee timee."
"Shet up, you heatr,en!" c1.. ed the scout. angrily. "You're
.
alwavs trvin' tcr make a fool cut of rne."
"Misler1'charlie givee me fivee dollee," said Hop, meekly.
"Not much I won"u! I bet that yer only had three pencils,
dic'n't I?"
The Chinarrwn's fac0 dropped.
"Allee light," he hast,:,ned t ,i ~ay; "you no givee me um
fivee dollee; we callee alleP samee sCTuare."
"No, ·we won't, either. You lost ther bet. Hand over five
dollars to me, or I'll begin on ther end of that pigtail. an'
I won't stop shootin' t'll it's all off!"
"I guess ~,ou had better call the bet off," spoke up Wil~l.
"Hop, that wasn't much of a trick you i:howed us. Haven t
you got something new that is worth while? Wing will
have the dinner ready in about fifteen minutes, so you may
as well keen us interested while we are waiting."
"Allee l'ght, Misler Wild."
Hop remained in a thoughtful attiturle for a full minute.
Then his face lighted up, and he gave a nod, as though
he had hit upon something.
The fact was that our friends had seen so many of his
tricks, and the most of them o·ver and ove1· again, that thev
"teally wanted SOiflething new.
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They all knew he was capable of doing some feats that
were really remarkable.
Hop took a pack of cards from his pocket.
"A card trick, eh, Hop?" said Wild.
. "Yes_, lille~ tlick with um card," was the reply. "Velly
rucee hllee th_ck, so be. You pickee outee card, Misler Wild."
Our he_ro did as requested and found himself in possession
of the king of diamonds.
"You _lookee at um card goodee, Misler Wild."
"All right, I will."
"And you allee samee showee evelybody."

Hop quickly covered the money.
"Me w:n um money putty quick, so be, Misler Charlie," he
piped in his shrill voice.
"All right," was t!1e reply; "if you do ther money is yours .
But I don't thin!< yer will. I reckon Wild kin tell whether
it is ther same piece that he tore from ther card. You
m·ght have another piece, but it won't fit jest right. Ther
fittin' part of it is what's goin' ter tell ther tale this trip."
"Allee light. Now you leady ?"
"Yes, I'm ready."
"You shoo tee, len."
"I will."
The scout drew his revolver, and, taking a quick aim at
card?"
"Evelybody see um
the pack of cards half hidfen in the cedar bush, pressed the
They all declared that they had.
trigger.
"Now, Misler Wild, you allee samee tear um card in two
Crack!
pieces."
The cards fell and scattered over the ground.
"All right; anything to oblige you."
Hop ran to the spot, followed by the rest.
The young deadshot tore the card in two and waited for
They all took part in p'cking up the cards, some of which
the next order.
had been torn by the bullet.
"You keepee one piecee and givee me one piecee."
The piece they were looking for was not on the ground.
Wild handed him half the card.
Suddenly Arietta looked at the bush.
Hop did not look to see what the card was, but kept the
She detected something that looked like a portion of a
·
back toward him.
card there, and reaching pulled out the half of a card.
He put it in the pack in a thoughtful way and then shuffled
As she turned it over she saw that it was the king of
the cards.
diamonds.
Th':n he spread them out so the half a card could be seen.
"I guess this is the piece, Wild," she said, as she handed
"Missy Alietta," he said, smiling blandly, "you takee um it to him.
,piecee card and burnee in um fire."
Charlie watched as the young deadshot fitted the two
It was burned almost instantly.
halves together.
"What do you want me to do with the other half Hop?"
"Great gimlets!" he exclaimed ; "it looks as though it is
· ther identical piece."
'
Wild asked.
"Me showee allee samee putty soonee."
"And that is just what it is, Charlie," was the reply.
All hands were gathered pretty close around him, for they "There is no mistake about it, either. I advised you not to
was
he
that
well
wanted to watch him closely, knowing very
bet with Hop."
bound to deceive them.
The Celestial stood with folded arms, his face suffused
As yet they had not discovevred anything that looked like with a smile that was child-like and bland.
deception.
"Me never losee um bet, M'sler Charlie," he remarked;
But they had already been fooled, just the same.
allee samee velly muchee smar tee."
"me
Hop had taken his position close to a cedar bush and as
They all had a look at the two pieces of the card, and
he began shuffling the pack of cards again he had bis back when they had- fitted them together they pronounced it ~he
almost touching it.
identical card that Wild had torn in two pieces.
But there was nothing strange about this, and no one
Charlie told Jim to give Hop the money.
thought it had anything to do with the sleight-of-hand trick
"I kin see in it when it's too late," he said, shak'ng his
he was performing.
head, sadly.
Finally he gave a nod of satisfaction and handed the cards
"Well, what do you make out of it, Charlie?" asked
to Wild.
"You lookee um cards over and tellee me whattee you Arietta.
'"fher piece of card that he give you wasn't ther same
·
:findee," he said.
one," was the reply.
Wild ran over them very quickly.
"I gues~ that's about the size of it," said Wild, with a
"There are fifty-one here," he answered. "The only one missnever m·nd, Charlie; you are bound to bet
ing is the king of diamonds. I have half of that, and Arietta laugh. "Well,
this will stop it for a while." ·
Maybe
Hop.
with
half."
other
the
burned
was the retort, as Hop collected the bet.
will."
it
reckon
"I
of
nod
a
gave
and
sweetly
smiled
Chinaman
The clever
was now ready. but before sitting down
meal
noonday
The
satisfaction.
sl ·ght e!eYation and took a look in the
a
to
went
Wild
it
to
makee
wantee
we
"Now
"Lat allee Jig-ht," he observed.
t he Si!Yer Seekers to be.
supposed
he
direction
e:ottee.
you
card
piecee comee flom um pack to fit um half
Nothing could be seen of them, so he came back, and then
so be."
.
ate the meal.
"Yer can't do that, an' yer know yer can't!" exclaimed they
Hop's cleverness had done much to brighten up all hands,
Cheyenne Charlie. "Yer might fetch out thn half of a king even
to Charlie, who did not figure that ten dollars was
of diamonds, but it won't fit ther piec~ Wild has got. Go
much to lose.
011, an' let's see how nice yer git catched this time."
After dinner Wild decjded to take a little scout and find
Hop only smiled all the more at thi,;.
where the Silver Seekers were.
Walking over to the short cedar, he plac~d the pack of out"I'll
go it on foot," he sa·d. "I don't mind a mile or two
cards on one of the limbs, so it coul,:I l.•e plainly seen.
of walking. I am anxious to find out whether they have
'.fhen he stepped out of the way, and, looking at the scout, found
out their ambush scheme has failed or not."
said:
let ther galoots git hold of yer, Wild," advised
"Don't
Ley
Charlie.
Misler
cards,
of
pack
"You shootee at um
"They'll be putty bitter ag'in, yer know, an' they
Charlie.
You
be.
so
'way.
um
thlow
alee samee no goodec; me
hot lead go inter yer."
let
might
of
piecee
um
see
shootee putty stlaight and if you hittee you
"I'll take my chances on tl1at part of it," was the reply.
Misler Wild's k :ng of diamonds comee back, so be."
A few minutes later he set out, tak:ng a course that he
"I'll shoot, but you'll never see that same piece, an' I'll
thought would fetch him somewhere near where the villains
bet on it!"
"Don't bet, Charlie," cautioned Wild. "I'll admit that it were.
Wild had not got more than half a mile from the camp
looks to be impossible. I tore the card crookedly on purpose, but there is no telling what Hop can do, you know. when he heard them coming.
He knew it must be the Silver Seekers, for there could
.
He is a wonder."
"Me l'kee bet um ten dollee me makee um samee piecee hardly be any other man around that wild section.
The brave boy quickly concealed himself in some bushes
comee back. and la t um piece fit um piecee Misler Wild got,"
and waited.
remarked Hop, pulling out his money.
He could hear the noise made by trotting horses. and the
The temptation was too great.
voices of men rang out, too.
The scout could not resist it.
A minute later the party came in sight.
He placed a ten-dollar bill i;n the hands of Jim, who had
Our hero gave a nod of satisfaction when he saw that Dan
come over when Hop started to perform the trick, and
Applegate· was in the lead.
looked defiantly at the Chinamaa.
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He had made no mistake in thinking that they would come
that way.
Hut when he saw that they were heading direct for the
route he had followed to get there he grew just a bit uneasy.
he had not tried to cover h's trail, and unless they were
almost blind they would be a!-jt1 to see his footprints.
But there was no u_se in worrying about it.
There were eleven of the men, and he was only one.
If it came to a fight he was pretty certain t hat he would
not have more than nine to oppose hi:m, since it was quite
likely that Andy Huff and Ike Muffn would hold aloof.
He had that much confidence in them, anyhow.
Right past the clump of bushes he was crouching behind
rode the villains, and within a doz(>n yn·ds of.him, at that.
They had barely got past when Wild heard the leader
utter an exclamation.
"What's ther matter, Dan?" a sked one of the gang, as
he saw him bring his horse to a sudden halt.
"Here's a tra·1, boys!" came the reply.
Our hero then knew that he was in danger of being discovered, unless he acted quickly.
As luck v•oulr! have it, the ground was very soft where
he was, so his footprints were bound to show.
But he was equal to the occasion, however, for he figured
that he did not have very sma1t men to deal with.
He beg-an moving away in a crouching attitude, and going
backwards.
By act·ng in this way he would make it appear that he
had come from the direction he was now going.
Wild /moved rapidly.
He could hear the men talking excitedly now, and they had
all d'smounted.
A few yards further on and he struck harder ground.
Ther he stepped lightly to a tree that had plenty of
b ranches hanging low to the ground.
A light swing and Young Wild West was hidden in the
fol:age of the tree.
CHAPTER VI.
THE SILVER SEEKERS LOST TWO OF THEIR MEN.

Dan Applegate thought he surely had Young Wild West
when his man rode up and informed him that our friends
had started to follow their trail.
"Good enough!" he exclaimed. "I reckon we'll keep right
on till we strike a good place, an' then we'll stop an' wait
fur 'em ter come along. Yer must remember, boys, Young
Wild West an' his two pards must go down at ther first fire.
If they ain't done fur then, put it inter 'em ag'in. But ver
must look out an' not hit ther gals. It don't make no dlifference about ther Chinaman, so we kin let them have it when
they t ry ter g-it away. Just keep in mind what I'm tellin'
yer now, an' it'll be all right."
"That's ther ticket!" exclaimed the man called Bleeker.
"We'll do up ther job in proper shape, Dan. We'll make
a hasty puddin' out of it!"
"A hasty puddin' is good. Ha ,ba, ha!"
Applegate laug-hed. just as though the whole scheme was
but a very good joke.
But the "hasty pudding" they were going to make of
Young Wild West 1·emained a byword from that time to the
encl. of the game.
Bleeker had worked his way into the confidence of the
leader to such an extent that he had been invited to ride
at his side, after he had brought in the information that our
friends were following their trail.
.
"Do ye1· know one thing, Bleeker," said Applegate. as they
rode on at a fairly good pace. "I've got an idea that we'll
strike just where we want ter git afore noon, as I said last
night."
"How will yer know you're there?" asked the villain at
his side.
"Well. I'll t ell yer. Ther spot where ther si1ver ore is
buried is right at ther foot of a three-cornered cliff that
lays under a funny-lookin' little rock that's shaped like a
man's head. When we see that peak then we'll know where
we're goin'. Ther galoot what knowed this fur a fact is
dead now. He's as dead as a door-nail, too, fur I done ther
job myself. He was an old Injun, an' he told me after I
got h:m good an' drunk. He said he hadn't told nobody else,
but I don't believe that, of course. I made up my mind,
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L_h ough, that he wouldn't tell no more than he had told, so I
f1;-e<l Lm. . Yer ki!1 bet that he's ther galoot what told Young
\1 lid ~V (;S'C abo:.it 1t, or ther boy wouldn't know nothin' about
it. Young- Wild West has come here on purpose t er find that
silver, an' Le's. brought them gals along, so they could make
a regu!m· ,,.cmc out of ther trip. Ther chances is that he's
got p~ckmu_les an' wago11S somewhere, ready ter come on an'
~art tne1· silver away after they locate it. I'll bet that boy
1s as sma1t as a steel trap! Yer kin tell that by ther way
he does things."
·
"I reckon you're right in all you've said Dan " answered
B_Ieeker. "It is more'n necessary that we ' git ther boy_ an'
his pards out of ther way, but I'm afraid we'r~ goin~ ter
have a tough time of it. If we should happen ter miss any
one of 'em when we fire at 'em some of us is goin' down
that's sartin."
'
we mustn't miss 'em, that's all."
I II guarantee I won't miss."
"Nor I won't, either. I'm goin' ter pick Young Wild West
fur my meat. It's goin' ter be a hasty puddin', fur fair!"
They kept talking in this strain, and finally, after a couple
of hours, they came to a spot that was just the kind they
wanted to put u p the ambush.
·
·
The :gnorant villains did not know that already they had
lost all chance of working their foul scheme.
If they had known it they might have been trembling in
their boob:;.
But patience ceased to be a virtue after a while, and
finally B!eel:er plucked up sufficient courage to ride back and
look for those t hey supposed were following them.
He went over five miles, and then, satisfying himself that
they had not showed up, he rode back and reported.
The result was that they all voted to give up the idea of
ambushing Young Wild West, and, mounting their horses,
continued on their w2.y.
When they finally came upon the tracks of our hero, as
ha,-, been stated, they were more than anxious to find the one
who had made them.
"Them there tracks was made by only one person," said
Dan Applegate, as he pointed them out to his followers,
after they had dismounted. "I ain't got the~ least doubt
but what Young Wild West is somewhere around here himself. Now, boys, don't git excited. We must run ther young
galoot down. All we've got ter do is ter foller his tracks.
He's been here spyin' on u s, yer kin bet! They must have
got ahead of us in some way."
Then he cauti9ned them to keep as quiet as possible and
they proceeded to ·follow the track1..
They all had revolvers in their hands, so if they came
suddenly upon the boy something might have happened.
When they came to the spot where our hero had backed
away they were not a little puzzled.
"That's mighty funny," said Applegate. "It looks as though
two galoots walked here, an' then disappeared."
He looked up as though he expected to find someone in
the trees.
"He's a cute one, that's what's ther matter," declared
Bleeker. "Yer can't t ell which way he went by lookin' at ther
tracks. If it's Young Wild West yer kin bet he'll come
putty nigh foolin' us."
"I don't believe it is Young Wild West," spoke up Andy
Huff. "Do you, Ike?"
"No," promptly answered Muffin.
"Oh, you two galoots don't want ter hmt ther boy; I kin
see that," said Applegate.
"How in thunder could he have got ahead of us without us
knowin' it?" demanded Huff.
"That's somethin' fur us ter find out. But jest watch
out now. I expect you two galoots t er shoot, as well as
ther rest. Do yer understand that ? "
"Sartin we'll shoot!" answered the two.
But they did not say what at.
The next ten minutes was spent in looking for the person
who had made the tracks.
At last the villains halted right under the tree Wild had
concealed himself in.
But none of them had any idea that he was there, though.
If they had the chances are that they would have hardly
come so close.
, The daring boy, half way up the tree, peered down at them
and listened to their conversation.
"Well, he's got away now," Dan Applegate ~aid. "It are
most likely he's got ter his horse, an' he's a mile away by
this t :me. Come on. We may as well go on now."

an'
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Just then Wild, in changing his position slightly, caused I "Good-by, Applegate!" shouted Wild. "You made a misOtte of the small branches his foot was resting against to take by not shootmg up in that tree a little while ago. I
was there all the time. I know your whole game now, and
snap.
'.L'h ere was no question but that some small part of the if you go to interfering with us we'll start in to thinning
tree had broken over their heads, so the Silver Seekers you out. You can do as you like about it. Go on and leave
us, or hang around and fight it out. It makes no difference
turned their gaze that way instantly.
But the foliage was so thick that they could not see the to us."
"We've got as much right te1· stay around here as you
boy.
Wild knew his danger, and with his revolver pointing have, an' we'll stay jest as long as we want ter!" came the
reply from the grove.
downward, he waited.
""All right. it is iikely that some of you w~ll stay forever,
"Boys," said Applegate, "I reckon there's somethin' up
in that tree that never growed there. Jest si:ep back an' then. But it, won't be our fault; you will bring it on yourgit0 behind trees. I'm goin' ter see if I can't bring down selves."
"You ain't got no right ter bother with any business what
what's up there. It may be that Young Wild West is there.
we've got," came from the grove again. "We've got honest
yer know."
business here, an' you ain't."
Our hero remained perfectly silent.
"Shet up, or you'll git. a bullet putty soon!" shouted CheyBut his revolver was now leveled directly at the head
of the leader of the Silver Seekers, and if Applegate had enne CharLe.
Wild now came around, taking the risk of having a shot
only known how close he was to death at that moment he
fired at him from the Silver Seekers.
would have been for leaving.
But none of them deemed it wise to do it, so he walked
"You're goin' ter shoot up in ther tree, eh, Dan?" queried
Bleeker. "Wouldn't it be better ter find out jf there's any- fearlessly into the camp.
"Where was yer all ther time, Wild?" the scout asked.
t~i;1g ~.f there worth shootin' at afore we waste our am.muThe young deadshot soon told them all about it.
.
m~fon ·
"The silver thE:Y are looking for is right around here
Oh, we km spare a few shots, I reckon. Come on! Git
somewhere," he added. "As it don't belong to them any more
over_ here.".
Wild realized that they meant to fire a volley into the than it does to us, we may as well join in the search. I
s11ppose we will have plenty to do to k eep from getting
.
tree.
picked off on the sly by the sneaking galoots, but that will
That _meant that he would most surely be h~t.
He _did ;1ot want to open the ball by shootmg the leader only add . to the excitement of the thing. I don't want to
de:,ld m his tracks, but that seemed to be about the only shoot any of them, not to kill, anyhow, if I can help it.
Boys, just govern yourselves accordingly. Of course they
.
.
.
thmg to do.
• Fortunately a good-s1z~d bird ht 1;1ear the top of the tree have tried hard to get a chance to kill us, but foey are only
a cowardly lot, and if we can get along without it. thei·e is
.
,~st then and made cons~derable noise.
The men belo-.y heard it, and as they craned their necks no use in dropping them. They wiil be gkd to give u-p the
. fi;-ht before we are through with them, i'll bet!"
_.
.
to }ook up the bird_ fle,;v a:"ay.
The words were hardly out of his mouth wnen a shot rang
It _was only a bird, said Applegate, puttmg hrs revolver
back m the holster. "Come on! I reckon we'll go on to our out
'ihe n ext minute two horsemen came galloping toward the
h d
th
h
lk d b k t
d
d
ts thinatithon."
deT
ey a camp
o w ere
ac
en ey a 11 urne an wa e
·
ff
T ·
left their horses.
.
.. hey were Andy Hu a_nd Ike Muffm.
They wer scarcely out of sight when Wild was descending
. Don't ,.sho?t, Yo_ung Wild Wes;!" the fo1mer cned, ,exthe tree. e
ci_tedly._ . V[e v~, qmt ther gang, an we want yer ter keep em
He felt that he had had a very narrow escape.
.
,,
Not that he would not have given the villains more than fr~,m killm. us.
Com~ r,ght or:, answerc,? Wild. "If they fire another
they bargained for, but it was quite certain that he would
.
hav been hit if they had fired a volley into the tree at shot we 11 open file on them. .
The t,".o r;ien rod~ . UJ? and dismounted, showm1a: ho'_;' :,lad
random.
He dropped lightly to the ground just as the Silve1· Seekers the;v, wez_e t.1_a_t then lives had been spared wlule 1.. ak.ng
the.r escape from the gang.
mounted their horses and rode on.
"I guess they will be surprised when they get to the cliff
under the peak that looks like a man's head," he muttered
under his breath. "Charlie and Jim will give them all they
want jf they attempt anything funny."
CHAPTER VII.
The boy started after the villains, keepine; on a jog.
He wanted to get there as soon as they did.
ARIETTA'S GREAT DISCOVERY.
When pretty near the cliff he turned to the right and made
off at a run.
As the Silver Seekers had gone around to the little grove,
So light-footed was he that he scarcely made a _sound.
Anyhow, the Silver Seekers never heard anythmg that they had no chance of firing at our friends.
Huff and Muffin no sooner dismounted than they ru:;hed
caused them to look that way.
Wild ran on around and was soon approaching the camp up to Wild and fell on theh- knees before him.
"Get up!" commanded the young deadshot, before either
from the south side of it.
He could hear the villains coming, so he knew very well of them could utter a word. "That sort of a thing isn't
necessary."
that his f1iends must hear them, too.
"But we want ter swear ter yer that we mean ter be
Just as he was about to venture around to the front the
honest an' straight as long as we live," insisted Huff.
men came in sight,
"Well, it isn't necessary for you to get down on your
Wild paused.
knees and tell it. I'll run the chances on it. I guess you
He knew the fun would begin now.
two haven't been very bad fellows, anyhow."
"Stop right where yer are, yer measly coyotes!"
"We ain't," spoke up Muffin. "We didn't know that there
The voice of Cheyenne Charlie rang out clear and distinct.
was anything crooked about Dan Applegate when we agreed
The Silver Seekers came to an' abrupt halt.
ter jine him in ther hunt fur ther lost silver. He offered
They were dismayed.
Peering from behind a boulder, Young Wild West watched us a share of ther silver if it was found, an' as we didn't
have any better prospect jest then we thought we'd come
them With no little ar.msement.
Wild could not see his friends, owing to the cliff that jutted with him. First off we sorter meant ter stick ter him, but
when we found how white you was we jest made up our
out.
"You galoots is no good!" c1ied out the scout, after a minds that it was time ter quit. We've quit! If yer find
short silence. "Yer don't want ter hang around here very that we ain't any time, all's you've got ter do is ter shoot
long. If yer don't git out of sight in two minutes lead is us I That's fair, a:n't it?"
''I'll take the chances on you, as I just said. I guess
g·oin' ter fly."
we'll see if we can't find the silver. It will come in handy if
The Silver Seekers waited no longer.
Turning sharply to the left, they 1·ode off into t he grove we do, for one can never get too much, it seems. Anyhow, it wouldn't make us all rich. If you fellows stick to u~
of trees that happened t o be there.
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"Yer kin bet yer life I will."
and prove your worth 'you shall have an equal share of whatever is found."
Charlie ha~ the implements in a jiffy, and taking one of
"If we don't show that we're dead straight yer kin kill them from him, Dart hastened to help him make an excavation.
us!" excla;med Muffin.
Wild stood with folded arms.
"Well, have you had anything to eat since this morning?"
He was no more excited than if they had simply discovered
"No; we didn't stay long enough ter git that," was the
·
the bones of a horse.
retort from Huff.
Such things were not new to him, as he had often come
"Wing, just g·et something ready for these two gentleupon buried relics of civilization in the wildest parts of the
men," said Wild to the cook.
West.
'"Allee light," was the reply.
The dirt began caving after the scout antj Jim had worked
"Gentlemen, eh?" observed Muffin, a faint smile playing
about h is bearded lips. "I reckon that's ther first time we away fo1· about five minutes, and then they couid see the
body of a heavy wagon crushed down between two rocks.
was ever called by that name."
Back of it w::is what seemed to be a cave.
"We're putty gentle, though," suggested Huff.
More di1t fell clown, and then it was th::it another wa.2:on
The two men were delighted at the change they had made.
While they were eating Arietta came over to Wild, and was discovered about eight feet above the first one.
This had become wedged there in such a way that it
laying her hand on his arm, said:
"I think I made a discovery while you were out spying on formed the entrance to a cave.
The bones of horses were next discovered.
the Silver Seekers, Wild."
By this time the two new members of the party were
··rs that so, Et?" and the boy looked at her in surprise.
"Yes; I haven't said anything about it to anyone but you. through with their noonday meal.
They stood watching our friends from where they had beex;
I thought I would wait till you came back."
"Well, what is it, little one? I know it is something im- supplied with the food.
Seeing them, Wild called out:
portant, by the way you act."
"Get a shovel and pick and come here, you fellows."
"It may be important, and it may not. Anyhow, it is a
_,..
They obeyed with alacrity.
discovery. Just come over here close under the cliff."
"I guess we have struck the place where the silver was
Charlie and Jim, who were on the watch for the villainous
gang, should they take a notion to ride up and make an buried," Wild said, smiling at them.
They were not a little surprised to hear this, and when
attack, paid no attention to them, but Anna and Eloise
they saw the two wagons and the bones of horses scattered
looked as though something was going on.
Back into the hollow Arietta led her dashing young lover, about they uttered cries of amazement.
"I reckon this is it," said Huff. "I heard Dan Applegate
and then taking hold of a withered cedar bush, pulled it from
tell Bleeker this morn;n' that ther spot where ther silver
the face of the cliff.
It came out readily, -and with it a shower of dirt and small was buried was right at ther foot of a cliff that was under
ther peak that looked like a man's head. We was headin'
stones.
fur ther man's head when we come upon your camp a little
Young Wild West gave a sta1t.
He saw that there was a hollow space back under the cliff. while ago. This is ther spot all right. You knowed all about
·
it, I reckon."
But that was not all!
"No, we didn't," ,vile! answered. "The young lady here
If his eyes did not deceive him-and they never had yetdiscovered this place by accident."
he saw a po1tion of a wagon wheel back in the opening.
"Well, it belongs ter her, then, if there's any silver he1:e."
"I guess you have made a discovery, all right, Et!" he
"It belongs to us all; that's the way we do business. If
exclaimed.
"I took hold of the dead cedar accidentally, and it came there is no one to lay legal claim to what is found here it
out a little while ago," she answered. "I saw the wagon- shall be divided cqu:111~, among us all, as I told you before.
wheel right away, and I was surprised. But, as I said be- You shall have as rnaeh as any other two in the nartv has."
"Well, there's s'posecl ter be four hundred thousand dolfore, I decided to wait till you came back before I said anyth;ng about it. I wonder if this can be the place where the lars' worth of. silver h ere," spoke up Muffin. "That will be
an awful lot ter divide among t en of us. I s'pose you count
silver was buried, Wild?"
"It looks as though it might be. Dan Applegate said there ther Chinese, too."
"Oh, yes! we count them in. But I guess there is not four
were wagons buried by a landslide, and this wheel ce1tainly
hundred thousand dollars' worth of silver here. Ho v many
belonged to a wagon."
wagons do you think it would take to hold that much?"
"Well, what are you going to do about it?"
"A good many, I reckon."
"Do about it? Why, dig in under the cliff, and find out
"I guess so. Jf there is forty thousand dollars' worth here
what is there."
I'll be surprised."
"While those two men are with us?"
"Four thousand dollars' worth of silver makes a pretty
"Ce1tainly. Didn't you hear me tell them that in case
we found the silver treasure they should share with us? good pile," remarked Jim.
"If the're ain't no more'n that here it ain't worth botherin'
They are all right, Et. Don't have any fears on that score."
"Oh, I think they are honest in their intentions, but they with," declared the scout, in disgust.
The two ex-members of the Silver Seekers' gang looked at
might become imbued with the no.J;ion to do something
against us, in 01·der to get the whole of the treasure, if him in surprise.
"You must be rich," remarked Huff.
there is any, you know."
"No, I ain't rich. But I don't call four thousand dollars
"Well, 'if they got any such an idea in their heads as
that I guess it would not amount to much. Neither of them no amount of money. I've seen our Chinaman ever ther e win
have enough sand in them to light a match. We will tell that much in less than an hour at draw poker."
He pointed to Hop, who was st anding a few yards away,
all hands about this before we make any further investigation. You can do the telling, Et, for you were the one to looking at what was going on in an ;nterested way.
'"What!" and the two men ceased digging.
make the discovery."
"That's right. But neve1· mind stoppin' work. Let's git
"All right, Wild."
this openin' cleared."
Then Arietta called out for the girls to come over.
"Here's the silver!" cried Jim, just then, as he rolled out
"You come, too, boys," said . Wild to his partners. "Let
a heavy piece of metal about eight inches long, by four in
Hop remain on watch for a few minutes."
Andy Huff and Ike Muffin went right on eating, no doubt diameter. "Here is a pig of it! This has been turner! out
.
feeling that there was nothing taking place that concerned from a smelter, as sure as you're born!"
"Yes, but not by one of the smelters of the present day,"
them.
When Charlie, Jim, and the two girls got to the spot where answerec) Wild. as he rolled out the chunk and brushed the
the part of the wagon wheel showed, Arietta pointed it out dirt from it. "It is silver all right. But I never saw it
turned out in that shape. But hold on! I have, too, come
and exclaimed:
to think of it. That is the work of the ancient Aztecs, I'll
"See what I found!"
"Great gimlets!" cried the scout. "What's that i Looks bet!"
"I reckon you're right, Wild," spoke up the scout. "TI1cm
as though a wagon is buried unde1· there."
"That's what it looks like, Charlie," our hero retorted galoots had a way of smeltin' gold an' silver that was .icst
coolly. "Suppose you get a shovel and pick and find out as good as ther way it's done now. This is A ztec silve1·, no
doubt."
about it."
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"But not Aztec wagons, though," said Dart.
the others putting the camp in shape.
They were all a little excited now, but Wild did not for- !fate, as he wat;ched
of us ter divide ther money ther
enough
theres
reckon
~
Silver
the
so
watch,
a
keep
to
,ng
W
and
get to caution Hop
It's too bad that ther bullet I
anyhow.
bring,
will
silver
them.
surprise
not
Seekers could
of 'em though. I'd feel better
one
hit
didn't
'em
after
sent
now.
fast
ahead
The work went
'
had."
it
if
satisfied
use
in
were
them
with
had
All the prospecting tools they
"Them two galoots is no good an' I thought so from
'
and the dirt was thrown out fast.
declared; as he gave a nod 'of apIn ten minutes from the time Huff and Muffin went to ther very start," Bleeker
said. "They wasn't ther sort of
leader
the
what
to
proval
out.
taken
were
work twenty-two of the silver bars
got squeamish as soon as they
They
an;yhow.
us,
fur
men
man.
a
of
Then they suddenly came upon the skeleton
Young Wild West didn't want ter keep 'em prisoners.
"An Injun," said Charlie, as he made a quick examinatio n. found oughter
knowed that he didn't want ter be bothered
They
"That ain't so bad."
ain't the1· s?i1; as would kill anybody
The_ work kept on for half an hour, and then all that had w.~h 'em_ t~at way. Hebut
that don t say that a ga10ot has
fui nothm , I know,
been m the lower wagon was rolled out and piled up.
I got ther reform, does it? I never heard tell of sich a thin~ !"
Then another skeleton was found.
1 .. "Nor 1;0 on~. else e':er did," exclaimed OI?-e. ~f the others.
It _was that of a white man this time.
Huff an Muffm wasn t cut out fur rough hvm. They never
Wild took a walk around to sec where the Silver Seekers had
ther rough edge put on 'em. Ther rest of us has all
were.
hustle an' gi~ ;vhat we_ could, I r~kon. If some
. He saw nothing of them around, so he proceeded caii- hadust~r
is wanted fur dom somethm' we hadn t oughter done,
of
tiously through the little grove.
ain't al~ right. There's a Lvin' in
He was not a little surprised to fiild that a ravine ran th~t don't s~y that we
tlus world fur every man, an' if he don't git it, one way
from it right back of the cl.ff they had found the silver in.
that's all I 've go t t er
He crept forward a few yards, and reached a point from or ~,nother, he's a foolish galoot,
.
.
.
say·
that
saw
he
when
and
ravine,
the
where he could look down
on this pomt.
speaker
the
with
agreed
all
They
surbit
a
not
was
he
there
camp
into
gone
had
the villains
The fact was that the whole nine of them were outlaws
prised.
some reason or other, and Huff and Muffin could hardly
for
huna
than
more
not
are
"they
exclaimed,
"By Jove," he
th~~ way.
classed
be
prevents
wall
high
that
But
dred feet from our own camp.
They had Jom<:d the party, th inking they were going in
t hem from get;ting to us, even if they wanted to. It is altoreally belonged to Applegate, and
gether too steep for a man to climb. I wonder why it is sear~h of somethmg thatwer~
su~h 3:s to make them fell that
offered
ts
mduccme'.1
the
is
peak
that
because
be
must
It
that they stopped so near?
m sight.
thmg
best
the
domg
were
they
though
as
looks
spot
right above. Come to think of it, that
But now they had changed their minds, and in stead of
it might be the one Applegate spoke of. It answers the debut nine of the Silver Sleekers.
scription fully, as well as the spot where our camp is. But eleven there were
The villains had a pretty good stock of provisions with
we have found the right place, though."
was in something like shape a
He noticed that some of the men in the gang were dig- them, so as soon as the camp
was prepared.
ging up close to the rock wall, and that made it almost cer- fire was sta1'ted and dinner
They did not bother themselves much about Y oung Wild
tain that they were hunting for the buried treasure.
they thought it was hardly likely
Wild waited long enough to count them, and finding that West and his friends, forthem.
that they would bother
there were just nine of them, he turned and went back.
They had seen enough of them now to feel that they
He found his friends very much elated, for they had
they did not act on the offencleared the way to a b1·oad. shallow cave, and Iymg in it the were pretty safe, so long as
sive.
pod.
a
in
peas
as
thick
as
were
silver
of
bars
The men ate what they had, and then Applegate dec·ded
"Here's about all of it, I reckon," said the scout, as Wild
they had better start in and look for the buried treathat
thou,forty
more'n
ain't
there
reckon
"I
cave.
entered the
sure.
sand dollars' worth."
"How many wagon-load s was there of it, Dan?" asked
"Well, that is worth bothering with, I guess," was the reas he got a pick and shovel from the supplies they
Bleeker,
the
for
oise.
n
much
too
make
not
must
we
ply. "Now, boys,
with them.
brought
had
this
of
back
feet
hundred
a
than
Silver Seekers are not more
"Four or five, I reckon. There was two tons of silver
cave. They have found a spot in a ravine that answers to
ter ther Injun's story."
the description of the place where the silver was said to be in each of 'em, too, accordin'
silver wouldn't make no four
of
s
wagon-load
five
or
"Four
hard."
buried, and they are working
Dan."
worth,
dollars'
thousand
hundred
silver."
her
t
got
"We've
"Let 'em work," laughed Charlie.
"Well, maybe it wouldn't. I jest figured it up at a rough
guess. But it would make enough ter pay u~ te:· come an'
git it, I reckon."
"Oh, I reckon so."
CHAPTER VIII.
'.'Suppose :,ve start in ter dig here_? If we don't find anything here it must be the other side of the ridge where
THE SILVER SEEKERS STRIKE FORTUNE.
ther silver is. An' if that is ther case Young Wild West
will git it."
Dan Applegate was enraged when he found that he had to
"Well, if he does find ther silver it don't say that he's
get away from the very spot he thought was the place the goin' ter git away with it, Dan."
silver was buried.
"No; that's so."
But after the two men had taken their sudden departure,
"If them galoots finds that pile of silver they must never
and he found the ravine, he changed his mind somewhat.
away with it. If we can't beat 'em in any other wa y
git
·
He saw that there was a cliff right before him that was we'll blow 'em up!"
just as apt to be the one the Indian had told him of as the
showvoice,
of
tone
earnest
but
low,
Bleeker spoke in a
other, for there was the curious-sha ped peak right above it.
he said.
"Boys," said he, "I reckon we're all right. This is ther in~ how much he meant what
'em beat us out of t her
let
ter
afford
can't
we
'Oh,
reckon
I
it.
of
sartin
feel
I
an'
fur,
lookin'
we're
place
, very
his shoulders. "How do
shrugging
Applegate,
said
silver,"
over
stay
West
Wild
Young
Let
yet.
us
left
ain't
our luck
up, pard ?"
blowed
be
could
they
think
yer
side."
this
take
t her other side; we'll
~s'pose we was ter fix up a good bunch of ther blastin'
"Well, there ain't many feet betwi;xt us, anyhow," replied
we brought along, an' chuck it among them wh en
at
powder
git
can't
they
it,
about
thing
one
Bleeker. "But there's
thinkin' about anything? What would happen
ain't
they
climb
could
galoot
No
around.
on
us here, unless they come
Dan?"
then,
it
that
sure
blamed
I'm
an'
ther cliff on ther other side,
"I reckon there'd be some heads blowed off. An' some
couldn't be done from this side."
maybe."
"That's right," nodded the leader of the villainous gang. legs an' arms, too,would
be killed, too."
"But ther gals
"We're mighty close ter 'em. an' if they try ter rout us out
"Oh, yes. But ~er can't have things jest as yer want 'em,
of here they'll have a big job on hand. I reckon we kin
yer know. What s the odds, anyhow? Them gals couldn 't
.
hold this spot agin a whole army."
all kinds of trouble
It was a very snug sort of a place-f14l.l y as snug as that b~ tamed,. an' I know it_. We'd have'em die with ther rest.
,vi.th 'em if we was tel" gi t 'em. Let
which our friends had taken possession of.
"Ike Muffin an' Andy Huff kin go an' stay!" said Apple- That's ther best."
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Just then his foot struck something on the ground, and it
"Well, maybe we won't have ter bother with any of 'em,
Bleeker. I've about come to ther conclusion ter let Young rolled out so those behind him could see it.
It was a human skull !
Wild West alone, providin' we find ther silver. But if he
"Look out, Dan! You're disturbin' ther dead," said Bleeker.
finds it, why, of course, we can't let him alone. That silver
"What was it?" the leader asked.
is ours, an' we'll have it if we have ter turn Young Wild
"A man's skull."
West's camp inter a slaughter pen! I'll fight fur money
"Good enough! That means that we're on ther right track.
quicker than anything else, Bleeker."
"I reckon yer will. Dan. But don't think about doin' much Herc's ther place where they got buried, I reckon. Look out
:fightin' with that gang. We'll fix it so we won't have ter fur ther silver putty quick now."
They moved along in the cave, and the next thing he knew
do much of it, if it comes to ther point. We'll blow ther
whole crowd up, an' settle it in a hurry. , We've got plenty Applegate ran 1ight into the skeleton of a horse that was
of ther blastin' powder, which was brought along ter blow partly protrud;ng from the earthen wall, and in an upright
up any rocks an' things we struck in diggin' fur ther position.
"There's what's left of a horse," he said, when he had
treasure. Jest leave that part of it ter me. We'll hunt around
here good an' strong, an' then if we don't find anything this recovered from his surprise. "Now we've found out that a
side of ther ridge it must be on ther other side. We'll soon man an' a horse died here. so that means that we're on ther
right track, fer sure. Ther next thing will be ther silver."
know somethin' about it, I reckon."
Though the Silver Seekers did not know it, they were now
"I reckon so."
They now went at work, digging at intervals of six or directly back of Young Wild West's camp.
And they were in a cave that no doubt had joined the one
seven feet all along close to the edge of the cliff.
For over an hour they kept at it, with nothing resulting in which our friends found the silver bars at some time.
As Applegate moved along he suddenly came in contact
from their labors.
with a part of one of the wagons.
Some of the men began to grow disgusted.
"If there's any silver around here Young Wild West an' . He pointed it out with an air of triumph.
"Don't make too much no'sc, boys," he said, warningly.
his gang has struck it," said one.
"That's right," spoke up another. "It won't be our luck "Yei' know we ain't so very fur from them galoots on the1
' other side of ther ridge, an' there's no use in lettin' 'em
ter find it, anyhow."
"Jest you galoots take it easy," advised Bleeker, who over- know that we've struck luck. Don't git excited now; jest
heard the remarks. "Rome wasn't built in a day, an' it ain't take things very cool. I'm goin' ter see what this old wagon
likely that four hundred thousand dollars' worth of silver is had in it once upon a time."
He reached into a pile of d·rt and pulled out one of the
goin' ter be found in a day, either."
"Nor a year, I reckon," one of the others observed, w;th bars of silver that some freak of nature had caused to be
buried in the cave.
a laugh.
To say that the Silver Seekers were delighted at the find
"Yer can't tell, Pawley," retorted Bleeker, shaking his head
at the last speaker. "You've always joked a whole lot about would be putting it mildly.
They were ready to shout and dance with joy.
this silver game we're on, an' you're ther only galoot in ther
But Applegate, who was wonderfully cool, considering the
bunch what has said he wouldn't care if nothin' was found."
"Yes, I know that," answered Pawley. "I sorter like ther circumstances, managed to keep them quiet.
"'\Ve've got it, boys!" he said. "Now. take it easy. Jest
fun of trampin' around a-huntin' fur wealth, even if yerl
never git it. I reckon there's a whole lot of pleasure ter be lug out a few bars of ther stuff, an' then we'll take ther
stopper out of our' last jug of run'! an' make merry. Who
had in it."
Just then Pawley struck at the cliff playfully with his pick, cares fur Young Wild West now!"
The men scrambled in the dirt and soon found several of
and much to tht surprise of them all it went on throug-h
the bars as they brought more of the wrecked wag-on to light.
what had appeared to be a very hard soil.
Applegate turned to follow them, as they went out, carThere was a rattling of dirt and stones, and then a goodrying the silver treasure, but something caused him to look
sized opening showed.
behind him.
"Eureka!" cried Pawley, waving his hat.
Then it was that he gave a violent start, fot he could see
"What's that?" cr·ed Applegate, running to the spot.
~lavlight coming through.
.
"I've struck somethin', Dan."
He stepned back and applied his eye to the small opening
"Yes, but what was that yer jest said when yer was wavm'
through which it came.
your hat?"
Then he fonnd himself looking squarely out into the camp
"I hollered out 'Eureka?'"
of Youn~ Wild West!
"That's it. But what in thunder does that mean?"
He also saw many bars of the silver piled up at the en"Why, don't yer know? I heard that some years ago.
Eureka means 'I have found it,' an' as I thought I had struck trance of the cave, for there was no mistaking the shape of
ther place where ther silver was buried, I yelled out Eureka." them.
"Thunder!" he gasped. "I guess they have got ther best
"Oh, I understand. Well, I shouldn't wonder if yer have
found it, for there is some kind of a cave in there. Ther encl of it. Well, what's theirs now will be ours putty soon.
fur we'll blow 'em up, as Bleeker said."
silver may be in there."
"Let's hurry up an' find out." suggested Bleeker.
Then he went at the face of the cliff near the hole, strik~
ing hard blows upon it.
Almost at every blow the dirt fell in, showing that there
was nothing more than a shell of a few inches in thickness.
CHAPTER IX.
But there was no sign of any silver, or anything else but
dirt and stones.
HOP IS CAPTURED IN A PECULIAR WAY.
In a few minutes they had unearthed a cave that extended
well under the cliff and ran along under the r ,dge for conYoung Wild West and h's friends worked diligently that
siderable distance.
It was quite natural that the villains should think that they afternoon, and got out quite a number of the silver bars.
They placed them in a pile at the mouth of the cave, inhad really found the place where the silver was hidden.
As soon as enough dirt had been shoveled aside for them to tending to cover them over when night came.
Huff and Muffin were delighted at the way they were g:etget in, they crowded into the cave.
"Fetch a lantern here." said Applegate. "I reckon we will ting along with our friends.
They were eager to do all the work, and let our hero and
soon know what's what now."
h :s partners watch them. but they would not hear to this.
The lantern was soon brought.
"I guess it is not necessary for anyone to kill himself
Then the leader of the Silver Seekers started to explore the
working," Wild said. "Enough has been done for to-day,
cave, the rest follo\ving close at his heels.
They found that the cave was in the form of a regular anyhow. The skeletons have been buried, and we have got
passage, which led along parallel with the face of the cliff out all the silver bars in sight."
"But there's more of it back there," said Ruff. "Only
outside.
"Come on, boys!" exclaimed Applegate. "Jest keep your part of ther thfrd wagon we've found is st'ckin' out. Ther
eyes open, fur yer goin' ter see ther silver we're huntin' fur rest of it is buried, an' ther silver bars what was in it must
he there, too."
very soon, I reckon."
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caved in all along the front, and had been shoveled aside in
::That'~ all righr We'll get them to-morrow."
All right; _you re ther boss. What you say has got ter heaps.
'"~e gottee plenty money," said Hop, pulling out a big roll
go1, Young Wild West. We're workin' fur you now."
And yourselves, too."
of bills and showing the men.
"I should say yer had!" exclaimed Huff/ "My how did
;;Yes, accordin' ter what ye1· said."
·'
Me allee samee w~rkee for myself, too," spoke up Hop, yer git all that pile?"
"Me savee up.''
w1:io had been_ rummagmg around in the cave for the past ten
"You saved it, eh? Well, yer must git big pay ter save
m~;nutes, looking for what he could find.
Ye~, Y01:1 work a. who},e lot, you do," observed Cheyenne as much as that."
You wasn't cut out fur work I
"Allee samee more Ian thousand dollee," smiled the ChinaCharlie, with a grm.
'
reckon."
man.
''.\Vhat does ?e do, anyhow?" asked Muffin, looking at the
"Well, I'll go an' git somethin' ter set down on, an' then
Chmaman, curiously.
we'll have a l:ttle game fur half an hour or so."
"Oh, we jest have him around ter make a little amuseHuff started to go out, and Muffin followed him, evidently
m~;nt fo; us once in a while," Jim Dart answered.
for ihe purpose of putting up some kind of a game on the
anyfur
hired
Chinee
a
seen
never
I
. Tha~ s outty good.
· Celestial.
thing like that afore."
Hop got up and walke~ back to the rear of the cave.
"Me
Hop.
up
spoke
be,"
so
t'ings,
plenty
"You no see
A portion of the third wagon they had found was visible.
samee."
sh~wee yo~ somet'ing you 11ever see, allee
It was lying on its side and pretty well crushed by the
?"
e
m
show
What km you
of the dirt and stones that had fallen upon it. ·
weight
"
"You gottee any money?
the Chinaman heard a slight noise near him.
then
Just
West.
"Here! None of that, Hop," exclaimed Young Wild
dirt falling down.
some
saw
He
"No gambling games here, you know."
He leaned over to investigate, and just then a pile of
"Why, is he much of a gambler?" asked Muffin, inno- earth fell upon h1m and almost knocked him down.
cently.
The next instant he felt his ankles clutched by a pair of
. "'~oo n:iuch for: the majority of people, I guess. Don't try hands, and then, half smothered by the dust, he was dragged
it ~1th him, for 1f you do you will lose all you've got."
some kind of opening.
Well, that wouldn't;, be more'n three dollars, I reckon. I through
Before he could utter a cry a heavy hal"l.d was clapped
w_as about broke when I started from Bullionville with ther over his mouth.
Silver Seekers. I won what I've got from Dan Applegate."
"I reckon I got you all right, heathen," said a voice in
Hu:fi', too, was interested.
down an' filled up ther hole
"I. r eck~p. th_e1; heathen wouldn't win all I've got," he said a low tone. "Ther dirt dropped
I amt got so very much, but it's more'n three as I yanked yer through, too, which is a blamed good thing,
to Jim.
dollars. I'd just like ter git ino a game with that Chinee fur they'll never know what happened ter yer now."
It was no other than Dan Applegate.
'
blamed if I wouldn't."
He had spent considerable of his t:me watching our friends
got."
you've
"Better not," was the reply. "He'll win all
the crack he had discovered.
through
funny
a
Hop had been half a mind to show the two men
Right after making the di scovery he had allowed each of
trick, but he decided to wait a while, and try to get them into the men to peer through and see what was there.
some sort of a game.
Then they had started in to make some sort of arrangeHe knew that Wild would not care much after he had ments whereby they might be able to sneak through and
warned them.
as they saw fit, and to cover their tracks in doing it.
He walked to the cave and began searching about the back,
Applegate was quite an ingenious fellow.
ruins of the wagons that had been buried in such a strange
He figured that if a couple of supports were put up OJl
way.
their side of the cave, they might rig an improvised door
Wild took a walk out toward the grove to see if the Silver there.
Seekers were anywhere around, and Charlie and Jim joined
So the men went outside and got to work under his directhe girls to talk over the happenings since they had crossed
tion.
the hot desert.
couple of trees were cut down, the trunks being used
Huff and Muffin went into the cave and joined the clever forA supports,
and the branches woven into a sort of door.
Chinaman.
and put up just before Hop came
completed
was
This
Hop was lookin_g over a pack of cards, and so interested into the cave on the other side, and began looking over the
was he that he failed to notice the men until they wE!re right pack of cards.
·
before him.
Applegate watched him, wondering what the Chinaman
He made out that he did not see them, we might better was
going to do.
say. But that was his style.
But when the two men who had deserted him came in
If he could not deceive a person no one could
and they began talking about playing cards, he grew quit~
"What are yer <loin'?" Andy Huff asked ~s he took a interested.
.
'
seat beside him.
to the villain would have opened fire upon
dared
had
he
If
the
was
light,"
allee
cards
of
pack
um
"Me tly to gittee
and Muffin through the opening.
Me only gottee fifty cards, and me wantee fifty- Huff
reply.
But he knew that would destroy all chances of getting hold
two."
the silver Young Wild West and his friends had found.
"Yer can't count enough in ther deck, eh?" remarked of However,
an idea struck him when he saw the roll of bills
Huff'.
Hop exposed to view, and when he heard him say there was
"Yer _can't count 'em right, eh?" said Ike Muffin. "Let more than a thousand dollars in the roll he resolved to have
me have ther cards. I'll soon tell ye1· how many there is it at all hazards.
there."
The chance came.
Hop gave them to him and watched him as he counted
As .A,.pplegate raised the mass of netted branches a slight
them.
took place.
"Why, they're all here." the man hastened to say, when cave-in
But he managed to get hold of the Celestial's ankles as
he had finished counting them.
has been stated, and when he gpt him through he was ela'ted.
"Allee light; me mustee makee lillee mistake, so be."
Before Hop could put up much of a struggle two of the
"I r eckon yer must have. What are yer goin' ter do with
hastened to assist their leader.
villains
ther cards ?"
The dirt that fell in completely filled the opening and it
"Me likee play lillee gamce dlaw pokee."
'
was now impossible to look through.
"Yer would, eh ? "
this.
about
care
not
did
Applegate
But
"Yes, so be," and Hop picked up the cards and began
He had the Chinaman, and he was certain that his disshuffling them in an awk\vard way.
be very much of a mystery.
Both Huff and Muffin knew considerable about cards-or appearance would
Hop was carried outside, so any noise he might succeed
,they thought they did, anyhow.
They looked around to see where Young Wild West and his in making would not be heard O'll the other side.
The opening from the ravine was rather small, and the
partners were.
leader of the Silver Hunters had been shrewd enough to have
No one was looking that way.
There was plenty of light in the cave, for the dirt had some cedars cut and leaned against it, so it was covered.
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If any of their enemies should come around the mouth of , But when they got there he was nowhere to be seen.
th e cave would not be seen by them.
"That's funny, Andy," said Muffin. "Where could ther
The Chinaman was soon bound and gagged.
blamed heathen haYe gone ter?"
T hen Applegnte, who had watched pretty well where the
"He didn't come out, that's sartin," was the retort.
Chinaman put the roll of bills, soon found it.
They hunted all through the cave, but were forced to agree
He counted it over, while Hop looked on in dismay, and that he must have sneaked out after them.
found there was as yv,uch in it as Hop had said.
The re was so much fresh dirt lying about that they did
"Boys," said he, "t!lis ain't a bad haul, I reckon."
n ot notice that ,vhioh had tumbled clown ,vhen Applegat e
"I should say it wasn't!" excla·imed Bleeke r. "I wonder sei~cd the Chinaman.
h ow much Young Wild West an' ther rest has got .? If one
Thoup:l1 they felt that he must have come out, the two
of ther Chinamen has g-ot more'n a thousand dollars Young men we:·e mystified.
Wild West ought ter l!:we a million."
They \\-cnt over to where Charlie and Jim were talking
"Not as much as that. But it are most likely they've all with the girls.
g ot plenty."
Wing was reclining. und er a tree, half asleep, for he had
"Which will all be ours afore to-morrer mornin '," and a way of doz :ng the biggest part of the time when he had
Bleeker chuckled softly,
nothing to do.
"I hope ·so, pard, blruned if I don't," exclaimed the leader,
'-'Where's thcr other Chinee ?" asked Huff, taking off his
earnestly.
hat, as he stepped before the girls.
"Leave that part of it t er me. If we don't. make a hasty
"He went in ther cave ter git you two galoots in a game
pu ddin' of that gang I'll give up my callin', an' start ~ of poker, didn't he?" the scout retorted, quickly.
Sunday-school."
"I-I reckon he did, but when we come out ter git someJust then Hop managed to get the gag out of his mouth.
thin' ter set down on he must h:ive co'rne out, too. He ain't
"Me no holler," li e said in a low voice. "Me allee samee there now."
g ooclee Chinee. Mc allee light."
"He's playin' some k:nd of trick on yer, then. Yer want
"Shall I put that back in his mouth, Dan?" asked one of ter look out fur that heathen ! If yer play any kind of game
the men.
with him fur money you'll lose, as sure as you're a fo ot
"No," was the quick reply. "He says he won't holler, an' hiih!"
if he does I'll shoot him dead. I reckon he knows wh:1t's
'Maybe he is tryin' ter fool us," suggested Ike Muffin.
good fur him. I want ter talk ter h·m, anyho\V."
"Sart in he is," declared Charlie, while Jim and the girls
"Me allee light," repeated Hop, who was now quite cool.
smiled.
If he had nr ' been in such fixes befo1·e he would not have
W'ld came back just then.
f elt so easy over it.
He had been around far enough to get a glimpse of the
A clever person is usually cool, anyhow, and Hop was cer- c:1,mp of the Silver Seekers, but he had not waited long
t a'nly clever.
h tO
tl
f t h th ·
·
f
t,._
He could not do mncfi in the way of shootin,-:r, but he was enourr
see iem .e c
.eir prisoner rom -He cave.
·
"vYhat's the matter?" he asked, as he noticed that the
all right when it came to strategy.
two ne·w recl'Uits looked as though they were puzzled over
The big, old-fashioned six-sh ooter he always carried had something.
been tal~en !rom h:m, of co_urse, but She small ai-tic~es ~e. ~ad
"Ther Chinee yer call Hop has played some kind of a trick
a b~ut him_. tnat w:rec ~1" ed rn _the per~ormance of Ins s,e1g,1t- on us, I reckon," answered Huif.
1
of- .1and t _u cks. weie .,tiL on his pe~son.
.
I "Well, there is nothing strange in that. Hop is always
One tl-t~ng that Hop could _do glib!:,, :vas to h_e.
p]ay·ng some kind of a joke."
He decided to do some of 1t now, fo1 he felt 1t was neces"'l
th
t Id h'
. t
·t
sary.
L 1en
ey o
1m JUS 110w 1 was.
"Me no likee Young Wild Vlest, so be." he sa·d, shaking
Young Wild West laughed.
h is head. "Too muchee workee allee timee; me no likee
,He had not the least idea that anything was wronQ.".
workee."
'You.'11 find him sitting th ere by and by, and he'll have
·'Yer don't, eh? Vlell, th;1t's funny, ain't it, boys?" and the cards al_l ~eel for you, too," he said. assuringly.
Anplegate laughed, just as though his idea was that no one
A few mmu1es later the two men walked into the cave
liked work .
'
again.
"Young Wild West find um· silver; no givee poor Chinee
But everything was just as they had left it.
some; pay um twcnty-fivee dollce month and makee workce
Hop was not there, of course.
.l\ft0 r mak'ng another fruitless search they came out.
velly muchee harrl. Vi7a~11ee-was,bee : di!>·g·ec. cut um v:ood
makee horses clean-evelyt·n~:! Me no !iT{ee!"
"It dces seem a bit stra:-ige that he should hide so long,
"Do yer know ll0w t er cook?" queried the man who had Vv'ild," remarked Arietta, after fifteen minutes had passed.
been doing the cooking for the :rang since they set out.
"That's so, Et. I g11ess I'll call him."
"Me cookee velly niece ; me likee cookec; cookee no muchee
Then he called the Chinuman's name in a rather loud
workee."
vok".
"S'pose we hire him ter cook fur us, Dan?" asked the
There was no reply.
f ellow, with a grin.
\lVing- was aroused, and getting- upon his feet, he ask::,d :
"Me wantee my money, so be; len me cookce for um
.. '\Vh::ittce mattec, Misler Wild?"
:r.1cl'cr.n mans for fort y clollee montb." s:,,id Hop.
"Yo-ur brot'.iet has disapp--ared," ,vas the reply. . "You
"Oh, you'll g-et your monev hnck." retortsrl Dan. "I'll keen had better g:o a'1d look for h·r.1. I have an idea bat he
it fur yer fl!r a while, though. Yer might lose ;t pbyin' has 12:one on one of his nwste1fous trips to China to see that
poker."
wonderful uncle of his."
".Allee light. Me no wantee go back to um Young- Wild
T he young- deadshot did not think there was anything
Vv'est."
wrong yet.
"See here, heatJ,en ! How much silver have they ir,ot in
Hop had peculiar ways, and there was no telling .iust what
a pi]e ove1· there?"
he would do.
"Gottee velly muchee plenty; takee to town and S')ll allee
He loved to mystify people. and that made him do very
samee putty soon; no .!"ivef> poor Chi11ee no money."
funny thln_r-f: sometimes.
"Thev have ,rot pl enty, I guess. But sen here. heathen!
But when another fifteen minutes had Pl\Ssecl, and there
Do ye1: kn0w ·that we'1:e goin' ter have faat silver what were no. s·g-ns of the Chinaman, Wild walked over to the
they've !!Ct?"
cr.ve v,,ith th em.
"Allee li17ht; you givee poor Chinee some money when you
They showed him .iust where they had left the Celestial
sell. so be?"
sitting with the cards.
"Su re I will."
Our hero shook his head.
H op was certainly getting along finely.
"Can it be that he got to fooling- around and th:, dirt
caved in on him anrl smothe1·ed him?" he s:iid.
But
a look around showed him thnt there \,-as not e:i,,u ~h
CHAPTER X.
loose d irt in one plle to possibly bury a human be:n.<:s iO he
THE MYSTETIY IS PARTLY SOLVED.
could hot extricate himself.
;IIuff and Muffin came back into the cave, having rtxed
He came out and walked back to wherl:! 1 the rest were
thrngs so they would be able to relieve the Chinaman of waiting.
some of his cash, so they figured.
"In my opinion," said h e, "Hop has come out right after
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the two men, and that he has taken a notion to go and do a
"I don't see how he could have got away without any of
little spying on the Silver Seekers, and has got caught by us seein' him go," Charlie observed, shaking his head. "It
them. I'll take a little scout around i11 the ravine and find don't seem ter me as though t:1.at could be done. I was
out."
keep:n' a putty good watch on ·what was goin' on, an' when
No sooner thought of than the idea was being put in these two fellers come out of ther cave, an' stood whisperin'
execution.
there, I knowed that they was puttin' up a job ter win some
Wild started out for the little grove on the hill.
of Hop's money. Ther heathen never come out, an' I know
Once there he moved cautiously until he came to the he didn't!"
·
.
mouth of the ravine.
The scout brought his clenched fist down upon his knee to
He knew it would be impossible for him to g-ct far into emphasize what he said.
it without being seen by the villains, but he felt that he could
"Why, he certainly must have come out, Charlie," spcke
manage to get within fifty yards of them all right.
up his wife, re:.rovingly. "Hop is very sly, you 1rnow. He
It was now pretty clol,e to six o'clock, and the sun was no has fooled you rt1any times before, and he could . certainly do
longer shining in the ravine.
it again."
The tangled masses of hanging vines on either side, the
"lt don't make no difference," the scout declared . with a
stunted brier-bushes growing out from the steep banks, and positive shake of his head. "He didn't come out of that
the usual run of thick vegetation of that region were there cave, I say."
tn profusion, so that gave him a chance to creep the proJim d:d not agree with him.
posed distance.
But he would not argue it with Charlie, for he knew it
When Young Wild West started in to do a thing he gen- was no use.
erally came pretty near to making a success of it.
It was the opinion of all the rest that Hop had sneaked
Using the g1:eatest of stealth he pushed forward, not mak- out of the cave, worked his way past them unseen, and then
ing the least sound.
nroceeded around to the ravine and got caught by the Silver
If a band of Indians had been camped in the ravine un- Seekers.
der the cliff he could never have got very close to them
''Go right ahead and get supper ready, Wing," said Wild.
without being observed.
"Hop w;ll show up pretty soon."
But with the Silver Seekers it was different.
"My blother comee allee light," was the smiling retort.
They were not what might be termed alert men.
"He no gittee hurtee. He allee samee velly smartee Chinee."
Slowly Wild crept into the ravine.
"Takes after his uncle in China, I s'pose," remarked the
He could see some of them, but as none of them were scout, sarcastically.
doing any digging, and were for the_ m~st part sitting·
"No gottee uncle in China," was the quick retort. "My
around their camp, they were not in plam view.
blother allee samee tellee lie."
"Ha ha ha! I knowed that. Hop is an awful Lar. But
Our hero was not long in reaching the point he had picked
I don't think you always t ell ther truth, either."
out as the one from which to make his observat ion.
"Me no tellee lie; me allee samee goodee Chinee."
And when he got there he found that he could see as well
"Well, you are about as good a one as I ever saw, Win_g,"
as he expected to.
One of the first persons he saw and recognized was H_op. Wild said, approvingly. "You used to be pretty wild,
The clever <!:elestial was engaged in getting something though."
ready for the supper of the gang.
"Me allee samee lefo1-m."
.
"Well, by jingo!" exclaimed Wild, under his breath, "if
"But your brother will never refo1-m."
have
they
could
How
saw!
ever
I
anything
beat
that don't
"No!" and Wing shook his head, as though such a thing
r-ot hold of him?"
was impossible.
It certainly was a puzzle that was hard to solve.
They had a pretty good stock of things that could no~ be
!1nd
happy
perfectly
seemed
The fact that the Chinaman
obtained outside of a store, and as they always made 1~ a
mystifymore
the
all
it
contented in his new quarters made
point to kill what game they needed, they were not gomging.
to go short of a meal.
Wing started in, and in a little over half an hour he had a
Just then he started to singing in his high, cracked voice.
Our hero noticed that the villains laug-hed at this, and very tempting repast ready.
Wild was pretty sure that none of the Sjlver Seekers had
they appeared to be well satisfied with their cook.
Not once did the dashing young dead shot think that the nerve enough to come spying upon them, but he appointed
And y Huff to stand watch, while the rest ate.
Chinaman had come there of his own accord.
There was no need of taking any chances when it was not
He knew that it would take an extraordinary inducement
necessary for them to.
to make him leave his friends.
"Well, I guess he'll get away from them before very long,"
Huff seemed to be proud of his appointment. and walked
he muttered. "I don't suppose we would stand much of a back and forth with a rifle in the hollow of his a1-m, like a
show to attack that gang by rushing upon them thro_ugh the trained sentinel.
ravine here. They got too many rocks to hide behind, and
But nothing happened to interfere with them.
even if they are not the best of shots they would probably
The supper was eaten, and then Muffin relieved his friend.
and
back,
go
I'll
guess
I
hit us before we could get them.
The sun went down, and still Hop did not come.
leave
surely
will
He
let Hop work out his own salvation.
"It is about time he showed up, I reckon," observed Cheythem when he gets ready, for he has got the full use of h_is enne Charlie, as he puffed away at his pipe. "Wild, I was
will
he
hands and feet. Give him that much freedom and
jest th"nkin' that by climbin' that tree over there a feller
fool a whole regiment of such men as they are."
could git ter the1· top of ther cliff. All's he'd have ter do
Having come to this conclusion, the brave boy started back would be ter throw a lariat over that stump up there, an'
for the camp.
than swing himself over. It could be done from ther tree
He took more of a risk in getting back to the woods t?an quite eas)·, I reckon."
he had in coming, for he did not care so much now, smce
Our hno took a look at the cliff and the tree.
he had gained his point, and solved the mystery of Hop's
'" I gu'3ss you're right, Charlie," he answered.
.
.
.
disappea1·ance.
"Wel~ if Hop don't show up afore dark it would be a
:!::ut as careless as he was m gomg back, he was not dis- good jd~ fur one of us ter git up there, wouldn't it? We
covered, and in a very few moments he was back at the could lower a rope down ter him and yank him up. Of
camp.
couri&e he'd have ter set off one of his fire-crackers or some"How did you make out, Wild?" asked Arietta, anxiously. thin', to scare ther gang.'
"A good suggestion. If he don't show up by dark we'll see
"Oh, I found him," was the reply.
w1iat can be done about it.''
"You did?"
They all looked surprised, but pleas~d as well. .
JiM Dart now took a look at the tree.
"Yes. He is around on the othe,; side of the ridge, cook"I'll go up now and throw my la~iat over that stump at
,
in"' su1)per for the Silver Seekers ..
the top of the cliff if you say so, Wild," he rema_rked.
.
Huff and Muffin looked at each other.
"All right. There won't b~ any har!Il done if we don t
"Has he left us ter jine w!th that gang?" cned the fo~-me_r. have to use it. Go ahead, Jim; you hke such work, any"Oh no " answered our hero. "They have caught him m how.''
some ~an'.ner. and he is simply waiting for the chance to
.
Jim was not long in getting up the tree.
leave them. He'll be back here before dark, and you can h~t
He found that the scout had not made any mistake in his
on it."
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c::.lct 'ation, a::d at t l:e ::ccond ::.'~tempt he landed the noo::;e
over t he stump.
Just t hen he heard a loud r eno.rt fro m the other s'.de of
the 1idge.
"I guess Hop is coming," h e thou ght, as he st arted to
descend the tree, leaving t he r ope t here.
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head was p.;oin' t er fly off when yer got ter sneezin' ?"
Bleeker t urned a way in d.'sgust.
But a few minutes later he went among the stores and
ca me out with a ten-pound keg of blasting powder.
"I reckon I'll make Eomebodv else do somethin' worse nor
sneezin' now," he said. "I'm goin' ter blow up ther camp of
Young Vlild West!"
"Go ahead," and the leader nodded hi s approval.
Bleeker was not loil'g in placing a short fuse in the bungCHAPTER XI.
hole of the keg.
Then he cut the little wooden bung so it could be sl ipped
THE BEGINNING OF THE END.
back again, and carefully adjusted it so the fu se stuck out
about three inches.
Hop had succeeded admirably in deceiving Dan Applegate , The sun had gone clown now and Hop knew it would soon
and his men.
be dark.
'
When Wild saw h im busy cooking supper for the villains
Hop was waiting for that time to come, for he meant to
he had been free n early half an hour.
take French leave then.
Hop was a pretty f a il' cook when he tried to be, so he
But he was not going to allow Bleeker to blow up Young
took pains and got up a pretty good supper for the men.
Wild West's camp.
But all the while he was thinking of a way to get away
When he was r eady Bleeker started for the cave, followed
from them.
by the rest.
A~d. when he di~ g-et awa y he m eant to leave them in a
H op went along, too, making out that he was very much
cond1t on of confusion.
interested and eager to see the thing done.
He sat down while they were eating the meal he got up
As
they reached the mouth of the cave he worked his
for them, and as though he was simply passing the time way close to the v :llain who wa s carrying the powder.
away he took a little box from his pocket and put it on the
Hop put a cigar in his mouth and quickly struck a match.
ground.
So close was he to' the powder that Bleeker dropped the
Then he produced a piece of blue ribbon from somewhere keg.
and carefully smoothed it out.
"What are yer doin'?" he cried in alarm. "Do yer want
The villains began to watch h im now.
ter blow us all up?"
Pretty soon the clever Chinaman picked up the box and
"Me no undelstand," was the reply, and then Hop slyly
tied the ribbon about it, making a very nice bow.
drew a big cracker from his pocket and lighted the fuse.
"What's that you've got, heathen?" asked Bleeker, who
He had it concealed in his sleeve, and no one knew what he
was the first to finish eating.
was up to until they saw something drop upon the ground
"Me gottee lillee pleasant for um nicee Melican gal when right in their midst with sputtering sparks flying from it.
me g-·ttee back to um Denver," replied Hop.
Bang!
'
"Lemme see it."
As the cracker exploded the Silver Seekers fell over each
"No!" and Hop acted as though that was out .of the ques- other in an effort to get out of the way, for the most of them
tion. "You no lookee; you no likee."
thoug-ht the keg of po,vder had exploded.
"Yes, I will like it." and with a broad grin on his evil
But that was coming next.
face, Bleeker s eized the box.
Hop calmly leaned over and applied the lighted end of his
[he res_t stopped ~f tin~ right away.
cigar to the ·fuse that w2s attached to the keg.
.
Open it, Bleeker, said somebody.
Then he ran like a deer for the mouth of the ravme.
"That's what I'm going ter do," was the retort. "I'll be
But he was not the only one to run.
ther nice little Melican gal, I reckon. I wonder what's in
The villains scattered like sheep, though some of them
it, anyhow?"
hardly knew what they were running for.
He soon removed the ribbon, and then tore the lid from
The clever Chinaman reached the mouth of the ravme bethe box.
fore the powder became ignited from the spark.
A n eat little vial bearing a cologne label was inside.
Boom!
"Ha, ha, ha!"
An explosion that fairly shook the ground took place, and
~leeker laughed loud an? lo~1g.
.
looking back Hop saw the air filled with ,smoke and fragWho's got a handkerchief? he asked, looking around.
ments of dirt and stones.
Only two of them answered in the affirmative.
Then he ran on around, through the woods, and was just in
"Come here!" exclaimed the villain; "I'll sweeten your time to meet Young Wild West .
rags up a little."
"So you have got here. eh, H op?" called out the youngThen he· removed a kd covering from the glass stopper, deadshot. as he grabbed the clever Celestial's hand. "I. exand giving the latter a sharp twist, caused it to loosen.
pected to see you come before long. I thought you might
"I reckon I has ther first smell," he observed, as the men wait till dark. though."
crowded around him.
.
"Lat whattee me t'ink, too. Misler Wild," panted Hop.
Up went the vial to his nostrils and he took a good whiff. "But me havee allee Fnmee hully up."
"Wow! Whoop! Look out! Thunder!"
Jim had barely reach ed the .11,"round in descending the tree
Over he went as though someone had butted him in the wh en the loud explcsion occurred.
stomach, sneezing and coughing as though he had tried to
He now followed the scout, as he hastened to greet the reeat a mouthful of red pepper.
turning Chinaman.
Bleeker hurled the vial from h im as he went down, and
It did not take Hop long to explain why it was he disapit caug-h_t on_e of the l!lcn _on the breast and the contents peared in such a myster:ous manner._
.
went flymg m every d1rechon.
·
Young Wild West was not long m figunng out a plan of
Those who got some of the liquid in their faces started in action.
sneezing right away, while the rest hurriedly got out of the
In less than a minute he knew what to do.
way, for the pungent odor that floated on the a ir was alto"Boys," he sa:d, "you all go around to t~e mouth of the
gether too much for them.
ravine. I will attack the scoundrels by gomg throug-h the
The sneezing continued for several minutes, and those who back of the cave. When you hear me fire you can come
had escaped stood laughing at the Chinaman's victims.
at them. I have an idea that they will surrender.".
It was several minutes before the fit of sneezing left the
"Good!" cried the scout, as he started for the ravme.
victims of the joke.
The rest ran after him, all but Arietta.
Bleeker was the last to recover, and looking at the in"I am going to stay with you, Wild," she said.
nocent-appearing Chinaman, he exclaimed:
"All right, Et,'.' he replie~. "Come ~:m. But I _want yo~
"I've a notion of smashin' your nose fur that, you fool to hang back a little. There is no use m you. getti~g hurt.
Chinee!"
He ran to the cave now, and much to his satisfaction,
"Let him alone," interfered Applegate. "It was your own found that the partition between the two parts had tumbled
fault. T!nt was what I call a mighty good joke. I bet down.
.
he jest brought that box out so one of yer would grab it
The explosion had no doubt cau~ed this.
from him. You was ther victim, Bleeker, so take it gently.
He took a look through, and s_eemg no one ther~ crept
You'll smile when yer think it over. Did yer think your up to the opening, Arietta remainmg a few feet behind.
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_Stealthily the boy made his way -through, and the next
mmute-- he was in the part of the cave that was on the
side occupied by the Silve:c Seekers.
Ilut just then something happened.
Three men pounced upon him.
A hand was clapped over his mouth, and a rope passed
about his body, pinioning his arms to his sides, before he
hardly knew what it all meant.
Out he was carried, Arietta not knowing what had happened.
Bu_t the girl did not wait long before she c1-ept to the
openmg.
Seeing the way was clear, she climbed through.
There was no one there now.
The girl waited for a full minute.
pien she suddenly heard Wild's voice outside.
You have got me!" she heard h·m say "but I guess you
won't have me very lon!l,", you cowardly ho~nds!"
Arietta's heart jumped.
. She knew ~hat Charlie and the rest must be ready to rush
mto the ravme now, and they were waiting to hear a shot
fired.
"I'll fire the shot!" she excl:i.imecl , under her breath.
Then the brave girl stepped to the mouth of the cave.
The villains were in the act ·o.f leading her helpless lover
farther up the ravine.
Fearlessly she crept out, resolved upon saving his life.

CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSION .

That was enough for the rest .
They ail came back like a lot of whipped dogs.
Young Wild ·~ ·est had won the day, and with five of the
villains with broken arms, he considered that they were punished enough.
\t, hen they had been disarmed, and the three who had not
been mjtll"ed were bound, our hero led the way through the
double cave to the camp that Hop had so cleverly saved from
destruction.
The t wo Chinamen and Anna and Elo ·se had got back
there, and they gave a combined shout of joy when they saw
their friends coming out of the cave with t.~e wisoncrs.
"You should have had some of the hasty pudd,ng, girls,"
said Arietta, laughingly. "I made the sauce my;;;eli, and it
was just the thing, too."
'
Of course Anna and Eloise wanted to know what she
meant, and ;,hen she had told them they hu,c;f;ed her w:th delight.
Both declared that she was the bravest girl on earth, and
there was hardly any one who h eard it said that did not
think it true.
Hop now walked up to Dan Applegate, smiling in his old
bland way.
·
"Me likee havee my money now."
"All right. It's in- my left trousers pocket; help yourself.
I teld ye1· I'd keep it fur yer t:11 yer wanted it."
Hop laughed.
~
'lhen he made a search and found the roll of bills.
Our friends could not h elp smiling at th;s.
"Charlie," said our hero, after a pause, "just show :;,:uffin
and Huff how to fix up the wounded men. We may as well
put them in shape before we g et through with them."
The scout was an expert at fixing up wounds.
He could also set broken bones in a crude 'Nay, and that
was better than no way at all.
It was g ett·ng too dark now to see, so some fres'.1 fuel
was placed upon tl1e fire, and by its light the wounded men
were attended to.
•
,
"Now, then, Jim, yer had -better go up an' git your la;.·;at ."
suggested Charlie. "We'll n eed it."
"I don't think it will pay in the dark," was the reply. "We
can use what we've got and let them take turns."
The captives began to tremble in their bouts ag-ain.
"Sec here," said Wild suddeniy. "I am going to let you
f ellows go. The boys have only been joking- with you. You
can go on about your business, and you can take with you
what you found in the cave on your side of the ridge. There
isn't a mean hair in any of our head:;, and though we could
lay claim to· all the silver, we_ won't do it. What you i"o1md
is yours, and what we found 1s curs. I guess you r:1v0 bad
a lesson that you won't soon forget, so you can go now."
If ever th ere was a happy lot of mortals it was t hat g;:mg
of Silver Saekers.
Some of them laughed, and others cried genuine tears.
At a word from our hero those of the men who were tied
were set free.
"Go on to your own camp, and don't let me ever see :.' OU
pull a shooter against any ?f us, or h~ar you say a ";'lrd
that isn't nice about u s." said the dashmg voung cl ead ,·ot.
Each of them thanked him separately, and then they flied
through the cave t o the other side. .
.
-, .
Everythin_g- passed smoothly durmg the mght, for v\ 1ld
was correct in his estimate of the dcfeat~d Silver Seekc1·s.
The next clay they began figuring on a way to get the silver
to Bullionville.
There was only one ,,:av to do it, and that was to send
some one there to get pack-horses.
Wild <lecided that he could trust Huff and Muffin, so he sent
them off early in the day.
There is not much more to t ell.
Suffice it to sav that the silver was landed at Bullionville
in Jess than a week from the time it was found.
Our fi-:iends netted about fifty thousand dollars from w~nt
thev took a•,vny, and this was divided in equal shares with
Huff an Muffin.
The Silver Seekers did not get ove1· one-quarkr of that
amou11t, but they seemed to be $atisfied.
It was evident that Arietta's Hot Lead Sauce had made a
great change in them.

Wild knew h~ was in a desperate fix, as they led him away.
But he remmned perfectly cool, for h e also ]mew that Arietta was r:ght at hand.
When he saw that none of the villains remained in the cave
his hopes went up a hundred per cent.
Arietta stepped out now, and ran for a rock a few feet
distant.
'l' he villains had halted. and she knew they would have to
come past it if they contin:ie<l on their way wifo Wild.
"I happened ter be rsten•n' when yer said yer was comin'
through ther cave after us, Young \Vile! West," spoke up
Bl eeke1:. "I waited till I seen ther rest start t er go arou!l,d
t er wait fur ther shot yer was goin' ter fire an' then I
call'ed in Dan an' another man. We got yer all ~-:io-ht. What
a nice puddin' you'll make for ther carrion birds P'
"Take him to that rock right there and put him uo agm
it," said Applegate, pointing to the very rock Arietta was
crouching behind.
. Bleeker had hold of Wild's arm, and he promptly pµlled
him forward.
"Now fur ther hasty puddin'!" h e cried, with fiendish exultation.
Crack!
The report of a revolver rang out, and the villain lea.din,,.
wgc1 let go his hold upon him and uttered a yell of pa:n. ~
.. Here is the sauce for the pudding!" called out A1ietta.
It is hot lead!"
T11e Silyer Seekers were taken completely by surprise.
But Arietta meant business now.
Crack!
Ano'.her got a bullet in the arm.
Crack-crack!
Two mo11€ received the same dose.
They were all running now, but the brave g-irl did not <!ease
until she had empt:ed her revolver.
And when that happened there were five men ,vith their
right arms hanging helplessly to their sides.
Wild dashed up, and his brave sweetheart quickly cut the
rope that held his arms pinioned.
Then the young deadshot picked up the n earest revolver
that lay upon the ground, and opened fire on the fleeing villains.
\
At the fii·st shot he fired one of the villains went down,
never to get up again.
"Whoopee! Whoopee!"
It was Cheyenne Charlie's old familiar call.
The next minute the scout broke into view, followed by
Jim and the two ex-members of the party of Silver Seekers.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST'S
Dan Applegate, his am1 hanging at his side, saw them coming, and like the coward he was, he halted and called out: LIVELY LASSO, AND HOW IT CORRALED THE COW"I surre~der! Have mercy on me!'.'
BOY CROOKS."
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FROM ALL POINTS
BOYS LOSE LIVES IN ABANDONED WELL
. John and Fred Jahn, of Chicago, Ill., lost their
hves while trying to save their father Herman
Jahn, who was overcome at the bottom of an abandoned well on his farm at Steger, a suburb yes'
.
terday.
As the two young men went to their father's rescue, their mothel' and sisters looked on powerless to
help them or summon aid until it was too late. All
were killed by fumes from the abandoned well.
The father was the first victim. He had climbed
down a ladder to the bottom of the 32-foot well to
make so_me repairs. Fred, who was working nearby,
heard his father calling for help.
John, the second son, reached the well at about
the same time and the boys went down the ladder
'
just as their mother and sisters arrived.
Fred was overcome, and then the mother saw
J o~n sway and fall. She called for help, 'but her
neighbors were p.ot close enough to hear her.
Mrs. Jahn then was overcome by the fumes from
the well and was rescued by neighbors summoned
by her daughters. When the neighbors and police
reached the well they could hear no sound. The
bodies of the father and two sons were recovered.

~ff their feet there can be no question, as in all-night
livery stables there has been ample opportunity for
continuous observation.
'

WEAVING WICKER BY MACHINERY
One million dollars was refused by Marshall B.
Lloyd, of Menominee, Mich., for his new method of
producing reed and fiber goods and his machine for
weaving the fabrics.
A group of American men interested in the manufacture of baby carriages, furniture and baskets inspected the device in Mr. Lloyd's factory and saw,
for the first time in the history of the world, so it is
claimed, a machine that would weave reed and fiber.
Up to the present time this costly operatio·n has been
done by hand. The Lloyd loom, however, will weave
the fabric thirty times as fast as the most expert
hand worker can and with far greater superiority.
A sum of $1,000,000 was made up by the manufacturers during the noon hour and offered Mr.
Lloyd. He turned it down. A short while ago the
Australian government purchased rights to Mr.
Lloyd's inventions for $250,000 in order to o-ive industrial assistance to returned wounded s°oldiers.
The sight of a one-armed man operating the machine
in the Lloyd plant here convinced the Hon. G. M. S.
SLEEPING HABITS OF THE HORSE
Elephants have an acute fear of mice, and the Manifold, member of the Australian parliament,
mere presence of one in their hay will cause an that his country needed the machine to help out its
entire herd to raise their trunks aloft, apparently returned and crippled heroes.
One million dollars has been raised here for the
indicating that they are afraid the small rodent will
scamper up the proboscis. It is sometimes argued, erection of a factory in Menominee in which the
similarly but not by any means conclusively, that Lloyd method of production and loom will be used.
horses from the same instinctive fear of mice and Construction of a plant that will employ 800 men
insects, rest ana sleep largely while standing. and women is now well under way. When comAmong our domestic animals probably no habit is . pleted it will probably be the largest baby carriage
otherwise so inexplicable. When turned out to pas- and woven furniture factory in the world.
ture, horses are apt to spend more
time lying down, but even at that
they seldom spend more than one
A'fTENTION, SCENARIO WRITERS!
hour a night recumbent. That hour
Get the New Book on Scenario Co11struction
is generally taken at midnight.
How- To
It is not uncommon for people to
Write Them
express wonder at the quiet way
many horses will stand, practically
Price 35 Cents Per Copy
By JAMES P. COGAN
motionle&s for hours in one position.
It contains all the most recent changes in the method of construction and
Few people realize how complete is
submission of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario writing, from the most
the relaxation obtained, and to what
elemental to the most advanced principles.
extent the horse is able to rest in a
This treatise covers everything a person must know in order to become a
few ho.urse of such repose.
successful scenario writer.
Stable men not infrequently tell of
411 the newest wrinkles are clearly explained, and every known good point
is shown, to increase your chance of selling your work.
horses which· they confidently deFOR SALE BY ALL NEWS-DEALERS AND BOOK STORES.
clare never have slept, except on
cannot procure a copy, send us the price, 85 cents, in money or
you
If
their feet, in their lives. The trait is
postage stamps, and we will mail you one, postage free. Address:
more marked in some horses than
L. SENARENS, Number 219 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
in oth6!rs, but concerning the very •
sr,ort period a day many horses sleep L-------- ---------- -----~--: --=~·
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Tfff: ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MILLIONAIRE
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STOJlYl

CHAPTER IV (Continued).
"Let him come in," said Mrs. Fo'ster, when Frank
was announced. "You can retire until I ring."
Frank found his mother seated in her usual place
calmly eating her supper. She betrayed no emotion.
Indeed, her manner was even colder than usual.
" Sit down, Frank," she said. " I am glad you have
come, for I want to have a: little talk with you. Have
you seen your father?"
"Not yet."
" You have talked with Dr. Wright?"
"Yes, mother."
'' What does he say?"
" That father will probably die. That if he does
live he will always be a helpless paralytic."
Mrs. Foster took a sip of tea and broke a slice of
toast.
"I hope he dies," she calmly said.
Frank was furious, but he controlled himself and
remained silent.
" I always knew it would come to this, " continued
Mrs. Foster. "He was perfectly reckless, and persisted in doing mechanic's work, when he should
have lived like a gentleman."
"My father was always a gentleman," said Frank,
in a low voice.
"I am not speaking in the sense you mean, " was
the reply, "and you know it perfectly well. However, we will not discuss the matter. Do you happen
to know if your father has made his will, Frank'?"
"Yes, mother. He made a will some weeks ago."
" He did? I suppose I get only what the law allows the widow, and you get the rest?"
·'That is it, mother."
"Very well. I expected it. I suppose you look
forward to being a millionaire, Fl':,nk. Perhaps it
may prove so, but as I have my dOLlbts, I advise you
not to set your hopes too high."
"I am not figuring on my father's death."
"You say so, and I dare say you think so, bnt-oh, well, it is useless to pursue this conversation. I
trust you will see that I am kept informed of the
progress of the case, Frank. You have my permission to demand admittance to my room any time,
night or day. As for the rest, I know that you wm
see that (lverything possible is done to make your
father comfortable. I shall riot intrude upon you. I

do not wish to see him, and I·am quite sure he has
no desire to see.me. Now go."
Frank IP.ft the room, filled with bitter thoughts,
but after all it. was only what he had expected.
Two days passed.
Of course Frank saw his father many times, but
there was little satisfaction in it.
Broken bones were set, and all that could be done
was done, but paralysis advanced rapidly.
When Frank first saw h is f a th er, a II th e poor man
could do was to breathe his name. The next time
he saw him he was not even able to do that.
He tried to write, but he was unable to hold the
pen. All he could do was to look at his son with
pitiful eyes.
But on the third night there came i:. ::hange.
Frank was summoned between one an~ two in the
morning by the nurse knocking on his door.
He sprang out of bed and called out to know if
his father had passed away.
"No, indeed, " replied the nurse. "He is even better. He has regained the use of his hand, and I
think he wants to write something to you. Better
lose no time."
"I'll be there inside of three minutes," said Frank,
and he was.
The nurse had everything ready. Mr. Foster was
propped up in bed, and there was a board with
paper and .pe;1 cil before him.
Tears came to his eyes as Frank spoke to him with
words and tone of deep affection.
,, Try to write what you want to say to me,
father," he said. "What ever you wish. I will do."
With a tremulous effort Mr. Foster picked up the
pencil, and after several trials wrote so that it could
be read:
"Record the will."
"Why, you attended to that, you know!". cried
Frank, thinking that his mind was wandering.
"No," wrote the injured .man, and to .this he added:
"Go now! My desk-top drawer-right-hand
side. Get the will and the paper. Do not read
paper. Bring it to me. Nurse will give keys."
He tried to add more, but the writing trailed away
into a mere scrawl.
Frank did not stop to argue that it would be better
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to wait until morning. He determined to do just as
hP, was told.
The nurse produced the bunch of keys, which had
been taken from Mr. Foster's pocket. Frank hurried back to his room, finished dressing, and immediately left the house.
It,\ as just quarter pa:st two when Frank emerged
from the gate.
The Foster mansion stood at the junction of two
of the principal streets in Crossdale, in the midst of
elegant grounds.
Mr. Foster owned, as Frank had always supposed
until he had that singular conversation with
his mother, a row of houses on that street
and eight on the other street, and much other valuable real estate in addition.
Certain it was that the rents were always paid to
Mr. Foster, and that he attended to the repairs.
Frank hurried down the broad avenue to Main
street.
The stillness was complete.
Not a sound could he hear save the echo of his
own footsteps, and the chirping of the crickets in
the hedges.
"How was he to get into the mill office unless he
could find the watchman?" he asked himself.
Crossdale was a quiet place. Labor troubles had
never occurred there, for the boss always paid the
highest wages, and was always ready to aid the
operators in building up their homes.
Thus in the mill district, which consisted of a
hundred or more houses, farge and small, almost
every one was owned by its tenant. On many the
boss held mortgages, but he never squeezed the owners for the interest at times of sickness or trouble.
If they paid, well and good. If for some valid reason they could not pay, equally well and good.
And it was an open secret that Mr. Foster had
many times been imposed upon in this matter, but
he never seemed to care, except once in a while in
some flagrant case he would foreclose and take the
house.
Thus everybody loved and respected the boss, and
it had never been considered necessary to employ
more than one watchman at the mills, and he was
kept only to guard against fire.
At this time of night he was liable to be anywhere about the extensive premises. Five large
buildings and numerous small ones went to make
up the Crossdale mills.
"If I can't find Mr. Magnus, I don't see how I am
going' to get into the office," thought Frank. "I sec
that the key of the door is not on this bunch. "
He hurried on to the foot of Main street, crossed
the railroad track and entered upon the mill houses.
Turning down River street, he came to the office,
which was a small building wedged in between two
of the larger brick structures.
His hope was that he would find Mr. Magnus in
the office, but the place was dark.
Frank was just about to ring the electric bell,
and that without much hope that the sound would

:!.l

reach the watchman's ears, when he perceived that
the office door stood slightly ajar.
"This is all wrong!" he thought. "What can it
mean? Somebody must take hold here with a
strong hand. Is Magnus off his post then?"
Since the accident at the mill things had just been
drifting, and Frank had not attempted to exert any
authority, although his father absolutely controiled
the concern.
There was but one "boss" at the Crossdale mills.
Frank then threw open the door.
"Mr. Magnus!" he called, but there was no
answer.
Frank entered and lit the gas.
One glance was sufficient to show him the state of
affairs.
His father's desk had been forced open.
The upper drawer on the right, whe11 Frank
pulled it out, was empty.
Evidently the mysterious enemy whom John R.
Foster seemed to fear had already got in his fine
work. Frank had come too late!"

CHAPTER V.
MORE MYSTERY.

Frank was terribly disturbed as he ran over the
other drawers of the desk.
In several of them things had been tumbled
about. Evidently a search had been made, and
equally evident was it that the will and the accompanying paper had been the object of that search.
" Oh, why didn't fath er put it in the safe!"
thought Frank. "What possessed him to keep it in
his desk?"
What, indeed?
But then the boss was a man of many peculiarities.
The mill treasurer had access to the big safe, and
the probabilities weer that Mr. Foster's idea had
been to keep the papers from being seen by any one.
Frank's first thought was to look up the watchman, but upon reflection he determined to return
home at once.
He accordingly left the office without turning out
the gas, hoping thereby to attract the watchman's
,
attention.
Hurrying up River street, he was just turning
into Main when he ran into one of Crossdale's few
policemen.
" Hello, Frank!" exclaimed the officer. "It's you,
isn't it? I heard some one coming, and I was wondering. Nothing wrong down at the mills, I hope."
"Indeed there is!'' replied Frank. "My father
sent me to the office to get some papers he wanted
out of his desk. I found the door open, and the
desk broken into, but I didn't find what I went for,
nor is Magnus anywhere in evidence. You better
look into it, Mr. Weeks, for I must hurry home."
(To be continued.)
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
SNAKE BESTS HAWK
Farmers near Kenton, 0., at work in a field witnessed an interesting battle between a large chicken
hawk and a snake. The hawk swooped down to the
ground and caught the reptile in its talons.
The snake succeeded in getting a hold on the bird's
body, burying its fangs under one of the wings.
The wounds inflicted by the reptile proved too much
for the hawk and after a hard fight of several minutes the odd· pair fluttered to the ground, the snake
being carried to safety on the body of its victim.
The hawk was dead, but held the live snake firmly
in its gr:;i,sp.
SAVED HER COWS
A happy reunion took place at the Union Stock
Yards, Herr's Island, Pa., late the other evening,
when Mrs. P. J. Riley of Fox Chase Road, O'Hara
Township, rescued her four stolen cows, awaiting
their doom at the hands of the executioneer.
During a heavy rainstorm the other afternoon the
animals were stolen from the pasture and driven to
the stockyards and sold., County detectives traced
the c·ows, but among the hundreqs of other "bossies''
were unable to identify them. Mrs. Riley was sent
for. As she stepped into the big pen a stampede
among the animals for a time threatened serious
consequences. When it had subsided, the detectives
who were with Mrs. Riley were amazed to see four
of the cows rushing toward the woman. Brushing
their heads against her shoulder, the animals booed
and mooed soft expressions of relief. Overjoyed,
Mrs. Riley grasped each around the neck in tum,
stroking their glossy coats and petting them.
When their mistress left the big stock pen, the
cows followed her as obediently as well-trained dogs,
and when last seen were wending their way to their
home on Fox Chase Road with their mistres::i.
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:1aily precision, 300 points for its ability to support
changes of position, 300 points for its ability to support changes of temperature, and 100 points for its
ability to :resume its normal precision after the
changes of position and temperature. . The different
deviations of time are quoted in hundredths of a
second. The maximum allowed at the Geneva Conservatory for pocket chronometers is one-half second of deviation during one day's run, two seconds
after the position has been changed, fifteen one-hundredths for each degree of different temperature,
and two and one-half seconqs of deviation after having resumed the normal position and temperature.

THRIFT MOVEMENT BENEFITS SAVIN GS
BANKS
The thrift movement is sweeping hundreds of
millions of dollars into the savings banks of this
country. In New Yo:rk State alone savings deposits
now exceed $,000,000,000, representing 3,000,000 accounts, with an average deposit of $666; and in New
York City lines of depositors have often been
formed outside the savings banks, waiting to put in
money. This is interesting because, while savings
bankinterest varies from 3 to 4 per cent throughout
the east, and War Savings Stamps yield 4 per cent
interest compounded quarterly, the public seems to
be saving its money in both ways. War Savings
Stamps are the most convenient investment for
thrifty people, but purchasers now buy them to put
away and keep until maturity, whereas ready cash
i:n the bank is probably considered more in the naure of an emergency fund, or may be an accumula,ion for embarking in business or purchasing a
11ome.
Another interesting feature of the thrift situation
is increase of postal savings deposits. Despite the
fact that the post office pays only 2 per cent interest,
these have lately increased at the rate of $30,000
RECORD FOR CERONOMETER
.;ach
week day.
Showing a daily variation of but six one-hunDespite
the American reputation for thriftlessdredths of a second, a chronoml:)ter entered in the
competition at the Geneva Conservatory exceeded ness, no country on earth compares with America in
the form er r e:::01·d made in the year 1891 by one- savings banks, says a writer in· the Philadelphia
hundredth of a second. One hm1dred and 1-1xteen Public Ledger, commentiµg upon the boom in savchronometers were entered in the 1918 contest ings deposits. In the last census the wealth of
against 132 in 1917 and 106 in 1916. Of these 116 America was shown to be $187,000,000,000, while
entries, five were marine chronometers and 111 estimates for the last two years have indicated that
pocket chronometers or watches, two of the latter it is now $250,000,000,000. But the increase in
savings-bank deposits seems to show that econbeing complicated pieces.
Professor Raoul Gautier of the Industrial Arts omists have underestimated our wealth. After five
Society, writes Consul Lewis W. Hasell from Gen- great Liberty bond issues, the purchase of a billion
. eva, in reading a report on the competition gave dollars' worth of War Savings Stamps and hundreds
some interesting details on the tests which are made of millions contributed to charity and war auxiliarto determine the accuracy of the timepieces. The ies, this tide of money sweeping into the savings
chronometers are graded on a scale of 1,000 points. ')anks gives reason to believe that the present wealth
The ideal watch would be granted 300 points for its ::if the United States may be set at $300,000,000.
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST

t

WOMEN SCORN CHEAP SHOES
States $400,000,000 for this property, the payment
Chairman Esch, of the House Committee on Inter - to be in French bonds, dated Aug. 1, 1919, and bearstate and Foreign Commerce, in stating the other ing interest at the rate of five per cent. annually.
day that the solution of the high living costs and Interest on them begins on A11g. 1, 1920. The estiunrest over the count r y was in more work and less mated inventory value of all of the A. E. F. property
spending, cited a conversation with a shoe manufac- in France on July 8, 1919, was $969,000,000, while
turer as an illustration.
the estimated inventor y value of property available
The manufacturer told him that r ecently the con- for sale to the French was $749,000,000. The or~
cern decided to put on the market a woman's shoe iginal cost of all the A. E. F. property in France
at $6 to $8 a pair. The shoes were not inferior in on July 8, 1919, was about $1,700,000,000, while the
quality, but low according to the present price scale. estimated original cost of that part of this property
After a short time the shoes had to be withdrawn available for sale to France was about $1,300,000.
because they wouldn't " turn over," the manufac- The sale to the French government includes railroad
turer said.
equipment. Efforts will be resumed to sell in
"Wha t the women insisted on," he declared, "was Europe the surplus railway material now in this
not a good shoe, but a shoe for which they could i country, which includes 197 locon1:otives, 12,000 cars
pay $12 a pair."
and more than 25,000 tons of rails.

A PEANUT SHELL GAME
A city man got a glowing circular from a Chicago
"development company" offering him ten acres of
land in Florida for $2,500-a " peanut unit," the
circular called it. He could grow (the circular
said) 1,000 bushels of peanuts on his ten acres and
sell his · peanuts, allowing for low prices, at $2 a
bushel.
The city man was impressed, but he sent the circular to the United States Department of Agriculture with an inquiry as to whether or not the investment was a good one.
Following are some sentences from the letter he
got in reply: "The literature is of the kind designed to deceive city people in the north and west
who do not know anything about farm1ng. The
average return from ten acres of peanuts would not
exceed from $300 to $500. You can buy a 100-acre
farm in almost any of the counties of western Florida, including the one mentioned in the circular, for
the price these people ask for ten acres.
"The whole 'unit' system, whether it is pecans,
peaches, figs, cane, peanuts, hogs, or what not, is
simply a m eans of selling land at three to five times
what it is wor th to ignorant or unwary small investors. To pay $2,500 for this ten acres of land
would stamp you as a 'sucker' of the rankest class.
All this is without reflecting in any way on Florida,
for it is a good State and lands are comparatively
cheap there. "
A. E. F. PROPERTY SOLD TO FRANCE
The War Department states that the contract for
the sale of American E. F. property in France, except that allotted for return to this co1:1ntry and for
the use of remaining t r oops, has been signed by both
the United States and French governments, and becomes binding. France is to pay to the United

IL
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AID TO MIDSHIPMEN PROPOSED
There is a movement on foot to request Congress
to consider extending the principle of the allowance
which is made to men enlisting in the U. S. Navy to
the midshipmen entering the U. S. Naval Academy.
Enlisted men receive an allowance of $100 for clothing and equipment, but candidates who pass the examination for the Naval Academy are required to
deposit $290 for. clothing and $60 for books, a total
of $350. The amount is not refunded, but is expended for clothing and text-books, which become
the property of the midshipmen. Listed in "clothing" are such incidentals as blankets, ped sheets,
bath towels, wash basin and pitcher, pillow cases,
bed spreads, spatter cloths, hair pillow, hair mattress, waste basket, etc. There ha~ grown up a
feeling that the Naval Academy equipment should
supply these furnishings to the midshipmen, for
the reason that as a midshipman leaves the Academy at graduation, or before because of failure, he
is hard put to dispose of furnishings ~xcept at great
loss from original cost: It is also believed that the
Academy in these days of modern plumbing should
not require the use of the obsolete wash basin and
pitcher and waste jar. A recommendation to the
Navy Department for funds to make these desirable
changes has not been approved, but in its stead it is
proposed that a bill be sent to Congress providing
an allowance of $200 to midshipmen on entering the
Academy. Under the stress of living costs and conditions at this time it is considered a genuine hardship for parents of poor boys who enter the Academy to be compelled to supply $350 in cash, for the
rule specifies that this entrance depo~it "1:1ust be
made before a candidate can be received mto the
Academy." Permanent fixtures and furnishings, it
is believed, should be supplied by the Government
at the Academy.
I
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for crossings where none existed, and he would toot
IN A LOCOMOTIVE WITH A MAP ENGINEER suppositions cattle off the track.
Once, seeming to ignore my presence altogether,
By Horace Appleton
he opened the furnace door and piled in the fuel,
although we were carrying more steam than I had
I was in the second year of my apprenticeship as ever seen on.
fireman on No. 63 of the Cincinnati, Hamilton &
At Hamilton I was fully resolved to speak to the
Dayton road, when I got such a setback one night conductor if he came forward and gave me opporas few firemen ever lived through. The incident tunity, but he did not. It was when I returned to
happened about fifteen years ago, but every feature the cab after oiling up that Bob looked up at me with
of it comes to my mind as clear as if the affair a start, as if surprised to see me, and said:
occurred last night. My engineer was named Bob
"Jim, I'm thinking of them."
Ripley. He was a jovial, whole-souled fellow, never
"Yes, Bob, but they are better off," I soothingly
going behind a glass of beer, and was known all said. "You must bear up like a man. . It's sad
enough, but you must meet it bravely."
along the line as a sober and trusty man.
"Did you see--"
Well, all of a sudden, bad luck struck him. He
"What?" I asked, as he suddenly checked himself.
had a little home, which was taken away by a land
He did not answer. He looked at his watch, sigshark. He left Cincinnati one night for Toledo on
his usual run, ar:.d returned to find his wife dead. naled me to ring t!1e boll, and in a moment more we
She had some heart trouble, and died without a were off.
The night was growing wilder, and we were not
moment's warning. Within a fortnight his boy baby
ten
minutes out of Hamilton when I made up my
sickened and died, and that left Bob without home
or family. I tell you it made an awful change in mind that there was trouble close at hand.
Bob turned to look at me now and then in a way
him. He was off for two or three weeks, &nd when
to
prove that he meditated evil, and from the way
he came back to the cab I could scarcely recognize
he
kept the whistle going the passengers behind
him. He had a wild, queer look to his eyes, a strange
sound to his voice, and he was so sullen and morose must have supposed the track to be swarming with
that I almost feared to speak to him on matters of living obstructions.
We were about half v.ray to Dayton, and I had just
business. I made. two or three trips with him, and
replenished
the fire, when Bob suddenly gave her all
but for the fear of hurting his feelings I should have
steam. It seemed to me as if old 63 took a clean
made application to be changed.
,
It was the third or fourth trip after he returned jump of ten feet as she felt the extra steam, and I
to the road when we left Cincinnati one November ~houted my alarm. The words were hardly uttered
bef0re he was upon me.
night for the north.
"You've got to die with me! " he screamed, as he
It was a wild, stormy night, and as we got out into clutrhed my arms, and I'm not exaggerating a bit
the country I caught Bob smiling and chuckling. when I tell you that his eyes looked like coals of fire.
The wildness of the night seemed to strike a responI was by far the stronger man of the two, but in
sive chord in his soul.
his first rush he dashed me about in a dreadful way,
Old 63 seemed"to be in uncommon spirits, too, for and had almost pulled me to the steps before I called
she was sliding right along with a heavy train, and up my muscle.
making no fuss over it.
Then I did my best to save him.
I n1ade some remar ks about it, but Bob made no
"He was bound to go off, and I was bound to prereply. Indeed, he acted as if he was alone in the vent, and as we pulled and tugged at each other, the
cab.
train was running so close to a mile a minute that
I oidn't like the situation a bit, for I had a sus- none of the passengers cared to reduce the fraction.
picion that he wasn't quite right in his head, and
I think our struggle lasted about five minutes. I
he was also sparting her beyond schAdule time.
was gradually drawing him back into the tender,
We were to pass a side-tracked accommodation and was wondering how I could secure him, when he
about twenty miles out of Cincinnati. She ought suddenly shut his teeth on my right wrist and bit
to be eight minutes ahead of our time, b ut 63 was and tore like a· dog.
over-reaching schedule time so fast that I feared a
I had to let go my clutch, and as I did so he turned
collision.
and leaped off, uttering a cry which rang in my ears
The conductor had his eyes open, however, and at for weeks after.
a stop about fifteen miles out he came forward and
It was high time the steam was shut off. As I
cautioned Bob to slow her down.
afterward learned, every passerger was hanging on
.. We had over-reached three minutes in that short and praying to heaven, for the dullest of them knew
run. Bob answered surly enough, but as we pulled that something had happened on the locomotive.
out again he obeyed orders and checked her down to
I brought her to a standstill as soon as possible,
lose the extra minutes gained.
and when the conductor reached the cab we backed
We had passed the siding all right, when I noticed up to look for poor Bob's body. We found it about
that his nP.rvousness increased. Re would whistle two miles back, and it was a shocking sight.
1
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I ran the train into Dayton, and we had scarcely had above a thousand at outside figures. Whatever
come to a standstill again before I was seized with a sum she did have was handed over without dispute,
chill and had to be helped to the hotel.
but the pir ates were not satisfied with it and made
I was just clean broke down · under the mental threats.
strain, .and it was six weeks before I crept out of I The men almost were in a state of terror, but
my bed.
.
.
I Hans, the man we picked up, was probably the coolI was determmed never to step foot on an eng11:e, est of the lot. A quantity of planks and spars had
but when health came back I got my nerve agam, been thrown overboard before the mate was killed.
and the result was that I finish ed my apprenticeship When the tragedy began all the natives crowded aft
and took the other side of the cab.
to be spectators, and for a time the bow of the brig
was deserted. Hans was on the foremost, and when
th'ey began torturing the captain he made up his
BLOWN TO DEATH BY A CRUISER'S GUN.
mind to escape. He asked a comrade to go with
him, but the man was too terrified to move. Hans
It was in the year 1868 that a British cruiser was descended the shrouds and
dropped overboard withdispmched from Sydney around into the Banda Sea out being discovered. He first swam to the shore,
on a double mission, and I, John Faulkner, purser's which was only a few hundred
feet away, but findclerk, was aboard of her. Three or four British ing people on the beach, he rested
for a few minutes
vessels trading among the islands had mysteriously and returned to within fifty feet of
the brig, where
disappeared, and upon several occasions reports had he found a plank. His idea was to make use of
this
been made o fthe piratical pursuits and attacks. float and land himself further down the coast, but
a
The name of our cruiser was the Pandora, and her current set him out after a little, and he lashed himorders caine from the Home Office. The instruc- self fast, hoping that wind and sea might eventually
tions were to cruise from A voo Island, off the west drive him to the shore. Instead of that he
was
coast of Guinea, a cross the Celebes, taking in the driven off the island and to sea, and hunger, thirst,
whole length of the Banda Sea, a distance of a thou- and the hot sun had about done for him when
the
sand miles.
Pandora picked him up. We were within five hours'
We had been cruising a month before anything run of the cove where the German brig had been
happened out of the usual routine of sea life. Then, anchored, and the cruiser was at once headed in that
one morning soon after daylight, as we were steam- direction.
ing at half speed to the west of the Amboyna
Hans had given information that the pirates
Islands, and about three leagues away, we picked afloat and ashore numbered about 300 men and that
up a sailor lashed to a plank. We at first thought each· of their boats carried at least one six-pounder.
him done for, but after the surgeon had worked It might therefore be expected that a lively scrimover him for a while he came back to life, and in a mage would take place when we ran in upon them.
couple of hours was strong enough to tell his story. The Pandora made ready for it, and her crew, all of
He was a German, and one of the crew of a German whom had learned the story of the German, were
brig trading to the Spice Islands. Three days pre- enthusiastic to get to work. Our approach was
vious, to the northward of Bouro Island, the brig sheltered by the heavy forest along the coast, and
had been attacked by three native boats, each carry- the pirates had no intimation of our presence until
ing about forty men. Her crew consisted of twelve we rounded a point and brought the bight or cove
men, and, as they had no weapons but muskets, the into full view. It was a body of water about a mile
captain decided that defense would be useless. He wide by four long, and at the lower end was the
hoped that an easy capture might induce the pirate dismantled brig and three native craft. There was
to spare the lives of the men.
a good depth of water in the bay, and _we drove rig~t
It was about dark when the pirates seized the down at the fellows without slackenmg speed until
brig, and their first movement was to drive the crew only about a mile away. They were at first thrown
below and place a sentr'y over them. Then, when a into wild confusion, but they · presently recovered
portion of them sailed the brig to the east, along the and rushed aboard of their dhows to give us a fight.
north coast of the island, the others gathered such The wind was off the land, thus being fair for them
plunder as the ship afforded. Her cargo was of no to come out, and as our captain saw that they mean:
good to them, but they wanted sails, cordage, chains, fight he turned the Pandora about ~nd steam~d c)J't
ropes, and whatever could be made use of in fitting as if afraid of them. They set sail and followed
out their own craft. Befo r e midnight they had her after and we drew them at least two miles from the
anchored in a cove on the coast, and· the crew were beach before the cruiser turned on her heel again.
ordered on deck to get the plunder overboard. She The dhows had six-pounders, as Hans had stated,
was first stripped of her sails, and the crew were and they popped away at us and kept wasting their
engaged in this work when they witnessed the death powder for a full half hour.
of the captain and mate OI). the deck. The pirates
When we turned, every gun was loaded and every
believed, or pretended to believe, that the brig had a man at his station, and we were not a quarter of an
large sum of money aboard. She may have had a hour sending the three C'raft to the bottom of the
few hundred dollars, but it was not likely that she bay.
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pr ioner s by American forces during the Great War
and who cannot be returned to Germany t1ntil the
t reaty of peace has been ratified by three Powers,
according to a dispatch from Par is to the New York
Times. The monthly cost of this duty to the U. S.
Government is estimated to be not far from $1,. 000,000 per month. The number of German prisoners in France held by the Br itish number about
250,000, for which 60,000 British soldiers are employed as guards. The release of these prisoners
was expected when t he peace t reat y was signed, but
France is unwilling that this be done until the ratification of the t reaty has been consummated. It was
estimated that when General Pershing sailed for the
United States on Sept. 1 about 30,000 miscellaneous
American troops were left in France.

Publisher,

166 West 23d St., New York

GRINS AND CHUCKLES

Casey-What is the game of called goluf that I do
be readin' about? s.ullivan-Well, Mike, it's me own
There has recently appeared on the streets of belafe thot it is hockey wid a collige eddication.
London an ingenious little vehicle which is popularly called the Tankateen. It is a three-wheeled
"What animal," said the teacher of the class in
vehicle, taking its general design partly from the natural histor y, "makes the nearest approach to
conventional motorcycle and partly from the small man?" "Please, sir, the flea," answered little Bobby
automobile.. It has a three-horse-power motor Jones.
which is ample to carry the load imposed by this
miniature car. All in all, the Tankateen is an inex"At least, the audience didn't hiss," remarked the
pensive vehicle to buy and to maintain, yet it meets playwright, after the unsuccessful first night.
the demands of those who prefer something less "No," r eplied the manager sadly. "They were too
strenuous than the motorcycle.
sleepy."

GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES

H. Jones, a farmer, of Lake Preston, S. D., believes he has a miniature gold mine on his farm and
offers to go 50-50 with some experienced prospector
who will open up the supposed new gold "diggings."
Jones killed a t ame duck, and in its crop found 17
small particles that looked like gold. The pellets
were tested by Jeweller Sorestad of this city, who
pronounced them pure gold. Jones thinks the duck
must have secured the pellets from a small gravel
knoll near a water-hole on his place. Occasionally
he has shovelled out a few shovelfuls of the gravel
for the chickens and ducks to pick over.

Physiology Teacher ( explaining diffe1·ent grades
of animal life from man down to the lowliest wiggler)-N ow, what is the highest form of animal life?
Boy-The giraffe, mum.
Merch::mt-l'll give you a position as clerk to start
with, and pay you what you are worth. Is that satisfactory? Applicant-Oh, perfectly; but-er-do
you think the firm can afford it.

Physician-You should eat plenty of fruit. Patient
-Why so? Physician_:__Because it will do you good.
A man can't ea t too much fruit. Patient-Oh! I
Conductor S. W. Downs of the Pennsylvania Rail- don't know. Did you ever hear the story of Adam
road returned to Miss Ida McAdams, a clerk in the and Eve?
Pottsville Post Office, a package worth nearly $1,000
which Miss McAdams lost from an automobile near
The kindly old lady from the country had purher home recently. She is a sister of William chased a pair of gloves in a department store.
McAdams, a conductor well known all over the "Cash," shouted the saleslady. "My 12.nd," exState. Search was made for the missing package claimed the qld lady, fumbling in her valise, "I'll give
when the loss was discovered, but no clue was dis- it to you just as soon as I find my pocketbook."
covered until morning papers conveyed the news
that Downs found it and took it along to his home
"To-morrow," announced five-year-old Sidney
at Sunbury. Among other valuables the package proudly to his kindergarten teacher, "is my birthcontained $600 in Liberty bonds, unregistered.
day. "Why," returned she, "it is miPe, too.'' The
boy's face clouded with pe1·plexity, and after a brief
Ten thousand American E. F. troops are held in silence, he exclaimed: "How did you get so much
France to guard 40,000 Germans who were taken bigger'n me?"
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A FEfV GOOD ITEMS
BOY CHAMPION HOG RAISER
Louie Hughes, champion hog r~iser of the Empire
State of the South, completed his schobr!)hip course
at the Georgia State Agricultural College one day
recently and has returned to his home in Cairo Ga.
Louis joined the Pig Club of Grady County in
March of last year and when the State Fair was held
carried off the handsome silver cup. Why? Because. he had a ten months' old Poland China hog
that ~1pped the beam at 475 avoirdupois.
This young son of H. L. Hughes, one of Grady
County's progressive farmers, purchased his pig
for $37 and when the pig had feasted for a few
months on milk clabber, corn and pei:m ut meal he
brought his owne·r the m!at little roll of $200:

rectly opposite the Funeral Peak, which reaches an
altitude of 8,000 feet. During the winter these
peaks are covered with snow.
This remarkable valley was discovered in 1850 by
a party of immigrants, many of whom lost their
lives in the attempt to cross it. The name has clung
to it, also, as being the scene of numberless tragEarly in its history traditions of gold and
edies
silver deposits of wonderful richness within its
boundaries persuaded many adventurous persons to
undertake the hazardous experiment of i~s exploration. The number who have lost their lives in this
desolaate field is undoubtedly great. Pursuing the
mirage of rich deposits of precious metals, these adventurous prospecto:r:s succumbed at last to the intolerable heat and the agonies of thirst.
The range of the thermometer is probably greater
OSSIFIED :MAN IS BUNCOED OUT OF $50
For the first time in many years Coney Island's in Death Valley than elsewhere in the western hemossified man was shaken with emotion when he dis- isphere. In winter the temperature is way below
covered that he had been buncoed out of $50. On zero, while in July and August the thermometer
his high perch in one of the big freak tents he had ranges for weeks at 137 degrees above, frequently
eyed every visitor for days, expecting to see a cer- rising several degrees higher. For weeks at a time
tain well-known automobile mamtfactuter enter at the lowest temperature observed exceeded 100 deany time, for some one had told him that Henry Ig_rees. The daily_ heat burns every vestige of ve?'etaFord was going to give him a car for a present, and tion. The Spams~ bayo~~t, a plant that floun~hes
on the strength of this information had borrowed under the most arid cond1t10ns, here barely survives,
while the mesquite, with its long roots penetrating
the $50.
But the other day the ossified man, whose name is ~eep into the eart~ in search of scanty moisture,
Frank Warden, gave up hope of getting the Ford Just i:na_nages to exist.
It is rn the months of greatest heat that the sand
and decided to try and get back the fifty. The business of getting him to the City Mag;istrate's court st?rm~ of Death Valley _are ~ost deadly. They rage
presented grave problems, bltt a truck finally was ·~1th !ntense ~ury, obhterahng _the ~andscape and
obtained and he was driven to that place. Magis- dim_m m~ the light o~ the sun, 'Y1therm~ the scanty
trate O'Neill, on being informed that he was below, vegetat10n an~ covermg the trails deep m p_owdered
decided to save the attendants the inconvenience of dust. At all times the aspect of the valley is supercarrying the stoneman into his court by going down la~iv_ely desolate . . No spot on earth surpasses it in
and1ty or tophet-hke heat.
to the curb to hear his complaint.
The belief that th~ ~orax marshes are the r~mains
He issued a warrant at once for Joseph w. Gilbert, a clerk employed at the Bush Terminal and of the vast lake which one~ filled the yalley 1s supliving at 6005 Fourth avenue, Brooklyn, and des- ported by trac~s ~f water-line found six feet above,
•
patched some officers after him. When Gilbert ar- on the mountams1des.
_In general appearance, all bo_rax marshes are
rived in custody of the officers he had a whispered
conversation with the ossified man after which the alike. They are located at the pomt of greatest depression, and from a distance look like deposits of
'
latter withdrew his complaint.
salt or snow. Under the surface is common wet
·
clay or water of varying depths. These deposits are
DEATH VALLEY
generally circular in form and appear as though
Death Valley is probably the most unique natural once they were craters. Borax was created by confeature in California. It is located in the southeast tact of boracic acid in gaseous form, with the lime
corner of Incyo County, and is inclosed by the Pana- and soda of the surface. At Teels Marsh, Nevada,
mint Mountains on the west and the Funeral Range borate of lime appears in the form of balls embedded
on the east. It is seventy-five miles long, and at its in clay along with soda, salt, etc., but at Columbus
these are found in sandy soil. Sometimes these balls
narrowest point but eight miles wide.
At one time, most probably, it was the bed of an are decomposed, underlying the soil, which is reancient river. The lowest depression is 299 feet be- moved and the borate shove1ed out. Deposits of
low sea level, but above this rises Telescope Peak, crude borate of ~oda are found in Nevada and in
11,000 feet high, of the Panamint Range, and di- Death Valley at the Monte Blanco mines.
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OLD COINS WANTED

lTEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
DIGS UP CRUCIFIX
While doing some cleaning
and excavating in his back yard,
William Mylastro uncovered a
large silver-plated crucifix which
had the appearance of having
been buried many years. It
weighed three pounds and is 14
inches high and eight inches
wide.

When used as a beverage, the
committee points out, the effects
of wood alcohol are deadly.
" The harmful action of the
poison," its warning sets forth,
"may be induced by breathing
its fumes and by absorption
through the mucous membranes
of the body."

RECOVERS LOST MEMORY
A man employed fout months
by a feed and fuel company at
Anaheim, Cal., has just 'announced the recovery of his
memory, after a lapse of three
years, and stated that he is the
Rev. J. Paul Reeves, formerly
the pastor of a Christian church
at Morrowsville,. Kan. He said
he "lost" himself while on the
way from Morrowsville to
Washington, Kan. He has written to his father the Rev J A
· · ·
Reeves of Stella' Neb·
·
'
-----WOOD ALCOHOL MENACE
Prohibition has-brought about
so many cases of blindness and
death from drinking wood alcO··
hol that the National Committee
for the Prevention of Blindness
issued a warning yesterday
against the use of the fluid for
any bodily purpose whatever.

NEW DRINK
Some of the thirsty ones in
Bellefonte, Pa., are thinking of
trying a new recipe, which it is
claimed will make a drink that
will impel a man to love his
mother-in-law.
It is made of two pounds of
cornmeal, two pounds of brown
sugar, one pound of raisins and
a cake of yeast. Add four quarts
of water and let her work ei?ht
or t en days, th~n filte~ throug11_ a
funnel filled with white w_ool m
the bottom and a sponge m the
top. The result should be a
white liquid that is easy to take
but will bring the answer in a
short time.
While the drink is brewing
keep a sharp lookout for any
Government revenue agent that
might be lmking in your neighborhood, because it is said this
drink contains a little more than
one-half of one per cent. alcohol.
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Milo Laboratorh•s. Han _.\ntonio, Texas. to 170 lb.;. at rate or one pound dally by u-,:inc Oil
guaranteed.
Koretn. Obtain:iblo at busy drug stores everywhe:ro in
SCIENTIFIC
HIG H S TR I K ER S earn $25 to $100 a day at fairs, America.
All profit.
resorts, nubile squares, everywhere.
YOUR L I FE STORY In the stars. Sen~ bi,th da te a nd
Write for catalog. Moore Bros., Dept. llK. , Lapeer, HER B DOCTOR RECI PE B0 01< 10 cts. Worth $$.
dime for tria l reading. E ll dy, 840 Ea~t 55th, Cblcago,
Teaches how to rnalte medicines rrotn herbs for all U . S. A .. .Apartment 73.
Mich.
diseases. Over 250 reeelpts and herb secrets. Imli~ua
A GENTS, malt:e bi.C profit i.:elllng our extracts , per~ Tierb
S? JR IT ISM-W H ENCE? Blblkal E.('cret. Hundred pages.
Gardens, Dept. 5M. Hammond. Ind.
fumes, co~d creams. face powders, spkes. med'klnes,
'l'en cents. Joseph Ureig, :i-;llucator. Pn.rlt:er, S. D ak.
etc.; beaut,tul hJa:h-a:rade Jlne: exclusive territory;
FOR SALE
Lacasslan Co., Dopt. 250, St.
sample soap free.
MISCELLAN EOUS
Loui,. Mo.
100 LETT ER HE ADS a nd 100 E HV EL OPES !or a dollar
blll. Liberty 1're3s, 1102 D:.\rry A,e., C'h..ica:ro. 111. SCHEMER MAGAZ I NE, Al!isnoe . Ohio, prints win ning
S EL L B ESCO MAL T AND HO P S ror home use. Everymonth, so helps subscribers make more
&Yery
sch!!1nes
body buys. Big uks. Big money . n1~ proposlt.lon. RAB BIT H OUNDS . roxhountls, coon. opossom. skunk,
; 82 pages ; sea for you.rself: ula l 4 months, 25
Get in early. l)ept. K, Beard:de1 Svcclalty Co., Rock
Drowns Kennels, moneycopy,
squirrel, dogs, sett~rs, pointers.
cts.
10
cts.;
Island, 111.
~
York, Pa .
10.000 FOR MSS . SLIP S, " boo't and 10 fo r tune
SILK HEMN A NTS. Largest paclcares yet on'cred. SQuare "$cards.
ART AND DEN PICTURES
NS. Sell for 15 cts. each, keep $1. Cook's
12 cts. Publisher.35 Ro('kport,
ol sta.mpe<l satin fiee with every packa"°e.
PI CTURES, snappy girl vholos. .lwt the thin,: fOT
Intl.
that Den or Clubroom, or tor your prlvnto collection. Mfgrs. Agency. Portland. Me.

COINS AND ST AMPS

AIDS TO EFFICIENCY

r:J S~af!"sr~ai~~r1~s:~~~t~-

2{ • cents.

OLrk-CD.re:, Co .•

CR AP PER CE NTAGE EXPO SE D and samplo of marked

HELP WANTED
LA DIES WANTED , and MEN , too, to adt!re,s envelooes and mail adve rtising matte r at home for Inrg-e

REAL P H OTO S, Artists' Moclels, liatlling Girls, etc.
Select Club, K ., Box
Samples. price list, 20 cts.
Can make
mnU order firms. spare or whole time.
JGG. Topeka, Kan .
$10 to $35 wkly. No capital or e:tp('rlenco r ~qutred.
ORI E NT A L DAN CE R: she ctoes real i'!alome wt1rnlc, Boolt explains everyth ing: send 10 cts. to CO\'er postai:e.
st111.Ied 25 cts. Hamilton ltff~ . . Barnes C'itY, Iowa.
etc. " rnr<i Pub. Co .. Box 77. •rnton. N. II.
BAnll NG GI RL P ICTURES 12 ct,.: slxtecn varieties WANTED-Stortes. articles. poems fo r new magazi ne.
$1. refunded if dispJeaserl. Ro~e1e,r C'lub. St. Louis. Mo.
\Ye pay on acceptance. Typed or handwrlttC"n MSS.
RE AL PH OT OGRAP HS, sure to please. Send 25 ct.a. acceptable. Send :MS. to \Voruan's Nationa l Mai azine,
IlllITlilton C'ompany. Barnes f'itv. Iowa.
nef;k 832. Wn.,:·h'n"'+on. n . r .
20 REAL CLASSY vlrl photo, from ure a,,J cataloa MEN wanted tor detectil'e work.
Write J. Ganor ,

10 cts.

cards. both 25 cts.

S. Waldon. Oak!. N. Y.

MAG IC D RAWING BOOK, 10 pretty rnrds ancl bl ~
mail, 10 ct.a, D urso, D ept. 39, 25 Mulberry, N , Y.
City .

MYSTERIO US BALLSHAM answers your lovo qucs •
R oselea t
tions 25 cts., retttudcd it dfssa:isfied.
Club , St. Lo11ls. Mo .
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SO NG. We revise poems,

write music and guarantee to secure publication. S'.Jb ~
mit poems on any sub!ect. Broadway Stu dios, 165C.

}"'itzgcralcl "Rull<ltng. N'Pw Y ork.
KOOA KE RS : llow would you Jitt:e t1J get a 9xll en •
former U. S. Oovt. nPtn,.,tlve. nanvll~. 1!1.
Inrgen:rnt ot your be3t negatt-:e frer'l Drop us a co.rd
SECRET SERVICE OP ER AT I VES ANO DET ECTIVES right now. asking about tt. F!lms developed at 10 cts.

Arrow Publ1sh1ng ('o .. Syracuse, N . Y .

AUTO

per roll. prints 3 cts .. 4 ar.d 5 rts. f'::t."h. SR.tlsfa,.,Uon
bilea~inet1l~ ~:~;~~~s!oe;e1; guaranteed . Ford's Foto Studlo. E!l,..nsburg. \Vash.
wha:r~. in F~•tcfnaR~?~f?
Amerlc&n School of
Particulars fr<'e.
Increased 'J)OWc>r: home study.
BOYS: 20 Jatos! not Air Carc\'3 witl1 big lJu•irh of
st.v.es for all motcrs: can attR,"h them yaunu!H. Btg f'rfmtnolor.:v. Tlept. M, Dt-troit. hii"h.
magazines. printed matter sent you tor 13 cts.. co! n
: rojts to agents: money back 2't1nrant(>e: 30 <iays ' trial. BE A DETECTIVE. Opnortunlly for men nnrt women or stamps. Empire Suvply Company:, 24 Norris Ave .•
~t.r.];,rfc-tfon C'nrhll'rt1tor f'o .. l'i~ '-.f:1dt~on St .. Dayton. O.
T.
C.
·write
dtstrlct.
your
ln
invest1£c,1tlf'n
for secret
PR\l'fUCkPt. R 1.
Ludwig, 521 \Vestovrr Bldu-.. K,m~a!-1 City , ~fo.
FSUSINESS OPPORTUNI TI ES
$1 lf
TOB ACC O or Snutr Habit cured. or no pay.
cured. :R medy sent on t rfal. Superba Co.. PC.
A'! I LllONS nre su!Tet'lni with Rheumntiqm, Most 1mMUSICAL
J o.--ta-o:t diacovep• of tho n~e. A herb that nrtua1ly
Baltimort1. ){rl.
drives the most atubhorn case of Rheumatism entirely WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. W• ...-rl to m usic. GEN UIN E IN D IAN BAS l< ETS-Wholesale and r etall.
guarantee publisht.Ji''! arcf'ptance. Submit DO<'DlB en
out of the system. People wn tc us and snv thf'Y are
Catalogue. Gilhem. Hlr.rhl"'n,1 ~oring-s. (' al
astounded at the resultq , esvert11llv on the kid neyci. Just nn.triotism. Jove or anv subject. C'hef:tter :Music Co., 920
think of the mone:r-makin~ po!'{sfbiJitf Pc:;, n eprl"sent11Uves Ro. Mlchl~a n AvP .. Ru tte 249. f'hka,o. I ll.
STAMMERING
wanted. $1.12 pound. postpaid: l O poun<l~ $ti, express WRI TE A SON G-Love. Mother . Home. Cbi ldhoo~.
RhPwnati~m TTerh ro .. VPni"ti. C'nllforn1n..
patd.
I C'ompose mus11" and ST·STU -T-TaTERlN G IHlfl !llRJM'llfll'illg r1nocl :i.t h ome.
patriotic or anv sub ject.
\i\~alt?r McDonnell, 15
Jnstructin booklet frrr•.
Thomas
Send words to--day,
BUSI N ESS AND TRAD E SECRETS. Your chance to Rttnrnntea tmblil"e.tfon.
Potomac 'Bank Rlcl~ .. 't\';l..;.hincrton. n. C.
make money. No capital nercic;1i. ~f'nd '.'!5 cts. for ,.fr-rltn. ?q:l RPrnn Blork. rhtr-al'O,
key to Wt"llU1. \V. B. Jon~. Rl"Xton, N. R.
WRIT E TH E W ORDS FOR A SON G. Wero•"• poeme.
WANTED TO BUY
write music a.nd g-unrantee to S('cure publlratfon. SubFREE TH REE MONTHS to J!Pt a"c.iuatntect mi1 o tnve,t~
TF.E 'WESTER~ MIN}~Il. 2563 W. mit poems ou. al!y subject. Uroatlw&y Stu dios, 165C, W ft NTED T O BUY. Cottonwood timber In brakes ol
ments. news.
97th Ave .. Denver. f'fll.
Fltz'?erald D utldtmr. New York.
stato distance from railroad and facill-up;
and
I 00M
BIG MAt L 5 rt.ci . (<'oln). Verv Interested. Sawlcka.s HAVE YOU S ONG POE MS? I h"'• b<9t prop0$l tlon . tles for Jog,-ing. I n tcraia te L umber Co. , Wright Bldg.,
Rrn:1 MrGill ~t .. 't\·o,. estPr, '-fRq~
St. Louts . Mo.
Ra11 -R tbbelt>r. Dl 4. 4040 Dl,., f'n" Ave . . C"hirttiro.
FO RDS START EASY IN COL O W EA THER . Will
run 34 mlJes per ga!Jon on cheapest gnsollno or b:i1t

!.~~~-

ker,osene. using our 1920 carburetors.

0

QUICK HAIR CROWTH !
Sox Free To You I

(

W-ouid You LIJ;e Suell a Re,ult a, Thil l

J o you want, f ,•ee, a trial box or K o.,.

kott, th3.t. b:u proved. 1uocenrul iu 10 mau7

~~°'!,tl!:~,:~ ~~!r~~?t~;~;;fffEhE'i8i :
BAtD~ESS. ;~~:~~~i:e~~ FREE
reported
a. new·hatr

Tht~ famous !reparation I.ii for dnndrutr, thln~
0 1

when

growth hr.a bCf'O

;l~:l;:e~;~ nL~::toL~rt '::J b~O!.::e::r
ofte n.
wo n ,oo i ft Is perr~tly b1umleu
n.ud

at.an.a hair

a:rowth lu a rew dara. Addrc.H 1

Koakott Laboratory, KA 103, Statfon F,

Naw York, N.Y.

!HX~-~.~..g~.tq,~,.g~t~!.~~??~!~:J.~~!.'.!i~
Le.clJ 8bo•ld &1'Ulalo 1h r BtH to 111ab b im Propoa• Jfarrlagt,
•Bo" toOa!.Cb a!\~chllaohelo,. •·Hoy to Wi n t btPnot-o f J,11.din.
ttfl,&o .••·,·. AlltubJQCt.'lbt!~r,,1 M

1-,,,..... 1 oc

PO~TPAI

t'

YANKEE PUB. CO., TILTON, N. H.

YOU liAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR IIOSI! ?

-

Get Rid
of That

FAT

FREE TRIAL TREATMENT

To Prove Our :"e" i~~. t~';,':
Fine Quality ir::•. , ~
handsome atylee, g e nuine tbr ongh
Ati?ult~:~~~';3::;~ B~~g:~; b:iik;

Sent on request. Ask tor my 11pay-whenreduccd" orrer. My treatment has reduced
at the rate o! a pound a day. No dieting, no
exorcise; absolutely safe and sure method:
L et me send you proof at my expense.
Dr. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician,
i,taJ~cw York, 288 Fifth Ave .. New York, Desk A-326.

,Send
~· Your Name and We'll
Solld Gold

0

DOG DISEASES

~":~

ftni sh, guaranteed-for 2 years s olid
eo.r and 1atlefsction and regulnr
$5.00 value or MONEY BACK.
These otylisb $5.00 panta, while
they last. only one pair to any cus•
tomer, by prepaid
express, for only iJ,J _

111!!185

And How to Feed
America's

Malled free t. an:, address b:,
tile A.uthor

Pioneer

H. CUT GLOVER CO., Inc.,

Dez Medieines ll8 West 31st Street, New York

FREE ~~:~~d PIN
Beautiful P i n
with your first
order. Only a
few hundred on
bRnd. GE ·r
YOURS QUICK

Cash Profits !~~t·o"le~·i:

ro~~~y~:::«1J~!:tlf::et::3e$l-i.1Cotiflr~~
a;~:t-:!ci
TAILOR

over$500hiofirst year. Get

t:/f.il'o:t~ti.tJ!:h•;:!:i~
plea and simple directions.

Send You a Lachnite ,

BOOK ON

0

Solld Gotd

BOOK
FREE

-'t~om~~~fP~ct!e!CJ~!~.fREE·
Wilson, Foch. Fine for your home. 16x20
Inches. To get :i.ll three victures absolutely ·
free, send this ad nncl the names and correct addresses of
the varents in your locality or elsewhere, who have
children with Club Feet, lntantue Paralysis or Spinal
Curvature. State age anu character or trouble.
Write
names, street addresses or rural routes very t>lainly.

Sanitarium,

846,

Aubert Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

All v:oea to you Fr•• with fint letter.

Send ue your name and addr•••TODAY, WRITE US QUICK,

BE WELL AND KEEP WBLL

CHICAGO TAILORS ASSOCIATION
Dopt. 8 531

61& Soulb Franklin Street,

Th~ROCHE

i:oc

Electric Hygienic Machine

BLANK CARTRIDGE
PISTOL Jr.;':,: Only i!J

30 Day,' Trial. Don't Bt1 a Dead One at Fift111

Shouldbein
Every Horne

For protection and sport. every man and
boy should have one. Order at once. Get
an A.mertcan flat FREE. Money refunded

It lncreas&., blaed

:~,c~l:~'•;;:::1.:

desired ,

G. Lewis Co .• 1400 Broadway, New York City

nenH. lrh1f1 ,Jeep
I• the alHplHS.
Th• Vteerou• Mat1 or
Woman I• Loader
of AU
You ca a not reali•• the be•e-

GET THIN

fit1 '1erind irom thi1 1aachinc

~l:;:r~r,r~~:~ce ~:: :rt:;
u1raordioary quallliH.

REDUCE WEIGHT EASILY

1f

you are a 1ufferor ol paralysis,
locomotor a.t&ala, Tertigo,
hca.~hes, neurali:1&. ner-

You,ucM, genera.I or se,ual

No more worry about your over-stoutness. Take Oil of
Korein, follow the simple, health- improving Korein system
and it is positively guaranteed you will lose 10 to 60 pounds
or even more-whatever amount of surerfluous fat you need
to be rid of-or this self treatment wil cost y ou nothing. We
offer $100.00 O::i.sh Guarantee! It is in every box.
Measure and weigh yourself now; watch the delightful
steady reduction. Become healthier, younger in appearance,
more active and attractive; gain real beauty.
Thi.1 method is also guaranteed to be perfectly harmless. Oil
of Korein is not a laxative; contains no thyroid-but is a vegetalize tl oil containing genuine fucus vesiculosus, an ingredient
obtained from certain seaweeds. Those who follow Korein system
are astonished at the reduction - after all
else fails. Recommended by physicians.

wukucH, ilPOPlsxy, neu1-it1s,

~~~~n~~•m;~~~t~~~b&sr~~~
to Invest-feats this macbtne.
Takes the pl11.ee ol u:ercbe.
GiYc your mutel~.1 Mm e.las·
tlclty; he nehherlat nor thin.

P!OIIMALlli:E

YOUR WSICIHT
Do you realise
what this m achhie
means to oae wa.ntlnr 111 vlt11.I ttre11rth,

:.~~!~rll.\:ai~

!::::l:~':J ,.,:.;:;

[I$IT//[ff ,lf f ¥.;A

to:;::~n~~~:~~~e

A prominent Philadelphian, George Reynolds, Wal ton Avenue, lost 20 lbs. the first month and continued using Oil of
Korein, massaging himself daily, until he reduced 64 lbs.
Mrs. J. B. Hansen, Plattsville, reduced 20 lbs. in less than 2
months. Mrs. L. C. Patrickt_Niland, wanted to reduce 8 lbs.
and did so in two weeks. .Miss Ray lost 69 lbs. An Albany
business mi.::i, F. G. Drew, lost 56 lbs. in 3 months. Many
say "fat seems to melt away," or "measurements decrease
like magic," etc. Legions of voluntary testimonials.
Don't carry the tedious burden of unhealthy fat. Become
slender and attractive by this superior easy method. Amaze
yourself and friends. Increase your efficiency!
Oil of Korein comes in capsules, easy to take. Buy a small
box at any busy!harmacy; or the druggist will get it for you.
Or, write us an we will mail you a box in plain wrapper,
which you may pay for when it comes to you.
Begin reducing now l Become thin and stay so I I

NL-103, Sta. F., New York

chine fa not a Tlbratow
or a ht•h ,-:-aqu~oeJ' or

~~-~!!'. h~~:~l~~v~':;

;J:t:lr~:n:ln:0
oo ti to throw on the twitch. Sic ture ti, write for FR.BB
IQO.K. II i, hr ,,.,,_ o,c,I "'"'"'"' whe want to become
lealthy, vlwo.-ou& aud offldeot. This means you l Addrt.N:

Boch• Sloctric Mac\lne C..., SS,

New Book "Reduce Weight Happily" gives helpful inform&•
tion. Will be mailed free on request. Cut this advertisement
out and keep it. Show fa.t friends. Do not Jose this chance of
a lifetime to improve yourself marvelously. Addresa:

Invented bv

and varie••• vo-lna'
Prof. J. •· Rocha.
•~--,_..,,.,._ __,..,.,.__
R•rw•tnber th.la Ma.-

ii
I

II
I

d Rapids, Mich,

BOILS or PIMPLES
II you are troubled with bolls or pimples I want to
i~ve you the Joy surprise ot your life by sendinr a
proof treatment of the wonderfully curative natural
eradica.tin&: eli:r.lr etven me by an Indian 1n lilJ' train·
htl' camp.
It. cured me : ts workinl' marvels for
others. Whv nol uou 1 Enclose 12e to co,er mJ ex.
J)ense of this notice and malling.
Address: Jamu
W. Greely, D5, Portland, Maine.

SORE LEGS HEALED
Open Lees, Ulcers. Enla.rged Veins, Eczema he&leo
'W rite for book "How to Heal Ml
:ioro Le&& at Rome." Describt, YOUl' cue.
I\. C. LIEPE, 1457 Green Bay Avenue, Mllwauk11. WI&

while you worlc.

IL(

lt yon Jmow aome one
who drinks whJelr.y, beer,
gin or any other al.co·
bollo benrage1, to h1a Injury, you may obttun FREE, ll nry helptul book by wrlttna
to Edw. J. Woods, DA-103, Station F, New
York. Shows how to conquer drink habit,

ORIN R"ll

---

FANCY BANDRI.NCl'REE.

Gold

Filled, warranted 5 yeara. To make
friend• and tatrodnce our llaauln• and Rlnlit
Ba~~aa. M~d t6 ct.. for a 9 month•' an~
J.ci.irElon, and tbla run,.
siae, will be aei
VJ., 43d St., Dept. 13!1 ~. ifl:~ti:;!;!,·k.M. e hllllpa, aeq., el

rur

I am goinir to give thi• rezular, gasoline
Propelled .. motor driven auto~obile to some
bot 01 girl just fo.r epCDding n little sp!lre time among
neighbors e.nd fr1en da. R ::ns 25 miles per hour· bolds
t'!(O people; ~peci:Uly bt1il Lr.nd deai~cd for bc°ys and
girls. It looks like a t:oco.oo rncing automobile: has
up.to-cfat,:. wire wheels: non-ddd tires; po,verful
oline cng:lne; runs 60 m iles on a ~non ot gasoline

,u-

V~!~ ~~: lo~~n~~r~?tie~~~j:~.e11I~;;;~;:rt~.

1 tall~ bowl Fuclnatioc profe11slon. Big •aJarlee. ~erience wui•ce•u.ry. Splendid eDC'ac•
_

a,.y ee::~~JOraaO~or:&~d!~r ~I:~
~:~c•I
yeua• ex~~•ince •• both manqer and performer.

lllu•tn.ted boo!.:. u ,u1 .I.boat Vaadotlle," YREJt.
Send 6 cent. po•~ J and a tat. •c• and occupation.

FREDERIC LA DELLE.Sl&.2U.JACKS01i, MICH.

a:~fofuo°i>Ifl~-:f~tt1:rn
'}~'ik;;;~~i;cfi:1~ds~o0.8J
prizes.
0

irra.nd

Don't @end any money but M.11!1h
your N aruo ancl A<ldrees Qu.lck.

CY SEYMOUR AUTO CO.

Depf)

408 Batavia. Illinois

IGESTION

•

Caused bi,

tomach

Cl

Millions of 1>eople - In fact about out of
10-suff~r more or le ss from Indigestion,
acute orcbronlc. Nearly every case Is caused
by Acid-Stomach.
Tbere are other stomach disorders which
also arc sure s·igns of Acid-Stomach-belcbing, heartburn, bloat after eating, food repenting,sour,,tassy stomach . There are many
ailments which, while they do not cause much
di•trcss in t!Je stomach itself, are, neve:·theJess, traceable to an acid stomach. Among
these are nervousness, biliousness, cirrhosis
of the Uver, rheumatism, impoverished blood,
we~kness, .!G:.,,mnh1, melancholia and a long
train of J'.)hysical and mental miseries tllat
keep the victims in miserable health year
after year.
Tbo right thil.lg to do Is to attack these
alim ents at their source-get rid of the acidatoa1ach. A wonderful modern remedy called
EATON IC now makes it easy to do this.
One of hundreds of thousands of grateful
uaero of EA'l'ONJO writes: "I have been
troubled with inte,tinal indigestion for abou,
nine yeue and ho. ,·e spent quite a sum for
me<Jicine, but without rellef. After using
RATON IO for a few da1s the gas and pains
In my bowels disappeared . EATONlO is just
the remedy I needed."
We havt thouso.ndsof letters telllng of these
marvelous benefits. '.l'ry EATON JO and you,
too, will be just as enthusiastic In its praise.
Your druggist hus EATON I(]. Get a big 50c
box from him today. He will refund your
money it you ate not satisfied.

PR!C[

• 12 C,a,wno•.v-BIG

F'Ul'i

Clothes,
You apparentfy see
any OblllCt. See Bonee in J'I.,..
B
Ovs Stone,
A magic trick noveltJ' FREs with each X Ray.

MARVEL MFG.

co_

thnt

De11L 13. NEW HAVDI.

caa

WILD

WEST

WEEKLY

872 Yo ung Wild West Standing r>at; or, Cherc11ne Charlie's Call.
873 Youn;. YVild West Bemme,1 In; or, Ari et ta's Last Shot.
8Gl Young Wild W est and the Bowle Dan<l; or, A Bot Bunt in
87¼ Young Wilcl West on a T\Yistcd '£rail; or, Arietta's Hun11ing
the Horse Hills.
Fight.
862 rouug Wild West and the Apache Princess; or, Arietta' s
875 Young Wild West noel the Gila Girl; or, Arietta and the Out·
law Queen.
Fier ce Foe.
863 Young Wild West's Bu~klng Bronc hos; or, Th e Picnic nt
876 Young Yl' ild West's Raid In the Rockies; or, Grilling the
_
Pan thcr Pass.
Guieb Gang.
86-l Young Wild West's Cowboy Charm; or, Arlettn ano the Border
877 Yonng Wilcl West and the Colorado Cow Punchers; or, Arietta
d
Tb
k'
and th e Dead Lin e.
Bnndits.
ousan
865 Young Wild West's Lucky Lode; or. Mn ·mg a
878 Young Wild West and "Slippery Simon"; or, Trailing an
.
Dollar8 a Minute.
Outlaw King.
866 Young Wild West and the Callfornia Coiners; or, Arietta at
879 Young Wild \V est Saving the Soldiers; or, Arletta's Great Hide.
880. Young Wild West's Cowboy Camp; or, The Trail That Led
SG7 Y~u~g Wild West Raking In Riches; or, Arietta's Great Panto a Trap.
881 Young Wild West's Straight Shot; or, Arietta and the TrainSGS yi,~tg Wild West Marked for Death; or, A Tough Time at
\Vreckers .
A · tt • T · 1
'.rom bstone.
ripe
ne as
882 Young Wi!cl West After the Arapahoes; or, The Outbreak on
8G9 Young Wild West Trailing a Traitor; or,
the Reservation.
Danger.
883 Young Wild West Beating the Boomers; or, How Arietta Ex870 Young Wild West's Clever Cowboys; or, The Rough Riders
posed a Fraud.
of the Ranch .
871 Young Wild West and Geronimo; or, Arletta and the Apache
884 Youn~ Wild West and "J\Ionte Mack"; or, The Girl,of Golden
Guieb.
Attack.
l"or sale by all newsdealers, or will be sebt to any address on receipt of price, 6 cents per copy, 1n money or pastege stamps, by

- -LATE8T T~8HF.S-

168 West 23d St., New York.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of these weeklies and cannot procure them frol!l newsdealers., t~ey can be obtained from t~e :\?u?lishers direct. Write out
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TEN-CENT
now

No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUJII AND
DREAM IIOO IC-Coutainlng the great oracle
of humnn destiny; also the true meanln~. of
almost any kind of dreams, together \YJtb
charms, ceretnohies, and curious games of

ca;_.d0~· 2. llOW TO DO TRICKS.-Thc ~reat
book of magic and card tricks, contarnlng
full ln><tru ctu,n on all the Jea<li ng card trlckR
ot the day, also the most popular magical
Illusions us performed by 6Ur leading magiclans; every uoy should obtain a copy of
th
~ 0 b~~'k.HO\V TO FLIRT.-Tbo arts and
l\'lles· of lllrtat ion nre fully explained by this
li tt:e book. llcsides the various meth(?dS o!
band!mrchief, fnn, gloYc. parasol. w1ndow
ond hat flirtation , it contains a full list of
the languuge ancl sen t1 went of flowers.
Ko 4, now TO DA~CE is the t!tlo of
this i1tt1e book . It contains full ln stru c: ions
in the art of daadug, eti,1uelte la the 1>:1.llroom and nt purlies. how to dress, an<l full
directions for calling off in all popular
square danees.
No. 5. n ow TO lllAKE LOVE.-A. complete g-ulcle 10 lOYe, courtsl1lp and m c, rrluge,
glYlng 8e11slill<' 1ldYice, rul es and etiquette to
he olJHervcct, wltll many cu rious nntl InterestIng things uot gene rally 1<nown.
No. 6. JIOW TO BECO:\lE AN ATULETE .
-Gh·lu,g full in s! ru ct ion for tbc use of
dumhbells. Indian clul>s, parallel hars. horizontal bars ancl various other m et hods o!
clcvelopini; n g-oocl, b eal thy muscle; containing on~r sixty il!ustrallons.
NO-. 7. now TO l{EEP BIRDS.- Haudl Olllelv ill ust rated ancl containing full ins! ru ct ions for the munniremen t and I raining
or the canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackblrcl, paroq urt, parrot, etc.
:ll<o. o. ~ HOW TO BECOl\IE A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry Kennedy, Evny lnt clll g c11t hoy r eeding tllis h ook of lustructlons
can masler the nrt, and create any amount
It L~ the
of fun for l1 i1.URt'lf and friends.
greatest book ever puhll sbcd .
HOW TO BOX.- '.rhc art of self1"o IO.
clcfense mad e easv. Containing over thirty
lllustrntlons of ;;unrds, blows, and the (lif'ferent p osition o f a goocl boxer. J<: very boy
should ohtaln oi,e of tl1ese u seful and i11~tructh·e hooks. as it will teach you how to
box \Yitbout an instructor.
No. 11. now TO WRl'l'E LOVE-LETTERS.-A most complete little book, containIng full directions !or \Yritlng Jove-letter.'!,
ancl wbc-n to use them. glYlng specimen lett er s !or yonui: and 01<1.
No. 12 now TO WRITE LETTERS TO
LADms·. -Giving complete instru ctio ns tor
\Yrltlng letters t'o ladies on nil subjects; also
l etters of Introduction, notes :incl requests . ,
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF
ETIQUETTE.-It is a great life se<'ret. an<l
one that eYery young man desires to kuow
all al>out. '£here's haDDiness in It.
ll'or 80le by all newsdealers, or will be sent to

1''RANK TOUSEY, Publisher.

HAND

TO l\IAKE CANDY.-A. comNo. 14,
plete band-book for making all kinds of
candy, Ice-cream. syrups, essences, etc., etc.
No . 18. HOW TO BECOME DEAUTIFTIL.
-One of the bri!,'htest and most Yalual>io
little books e,,er given to the world. Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and female. The secret is
simple, and almost costless.
No. 20. HOW ·ro ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A complete compendium of
games, sports, card diversions, comic recltatio11s, etc., suitable for parlor or drawingroom entertainment. It contains more for
the money than any book published.
No. 21. now TO llU.NT AND FISH.-The
most complete hunting and fishing guide
ever published. It contains full instructions
about guns. hunting dogs, traps, trapping
and fishing, together \Ylth description of
game and fish .
No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.Heller's second sight explnlned by his former assistant Fred Hunt, Jr. Ex!2lainlng
bo\Y the secret dialogues were cnrried on bet"·een the magician and the l>-iy on the
stage; also giving all the codes and signals.
No. 23, HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.'l'hls little book giYes the explanation to an
kinds of dreams, together with lucky and
,
unlu cky days.
No. 24, HOW TO, WRITE LETTERS TO
GE~TLElllEN.-Contalning full instructions
for writing to gentlemen on all subjects.
No. 25. now TO BECOME A GYMNAST.
-Containing full Instructions for all kinds
of gymnastic s ports and athletic exercises.
Emhrarlng thirty-five Illustrations. By Professor W. Macd onal d.
HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND
No. 26.
BUILD A DOAT.-Fully Illustrated. Full
instructions are given in this little book, together with instructions on swimming and
rilling, companion sports to boating.
No. 27. now TO RECITE AND BOOK
OF REClTATIONS.-Contalnlni; the mo st
popular selections in use, comprising Dutch
dialect. French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together with mnny standard

BOOKS

No. 31- HOW TO BECO)IE . A SPEAR- I
ER..-Containlng fourteen illustrations. giving the different posi tious r equisite to beco,ue a goocl speaker, reader and elocutionist.
Also containing gems from all the popular
authors of prose and poetry.
No. 82. HOW TO RIDE A BICYCLE.Containing In st: ,- uctlons for beginners, choice
of a macbine, 1 hints on training, etc. A
complete book. Full of practical illustrations.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GA:IIES.-A com •
plete and useful little book, containing the
rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle,
··
backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS
-Containing all the leadi ng conundrums of
the day, am using riddles, curious catches
and witty sayings.
No. 98. HOW TO BECO:IJE YOUR OWN
DOCTOR.-A \Yonderfui book containing
useful encl practical luto~matlon' in the treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to e,ery family. Abounding in useful
and effective recipes for general complaints.
No. 39. HOW TO RAIS"l DOGS, POUL.
TRY, PIGEONS AND RADBITS.-A useful
und instructlYe book. Hanclsomely illustrated.
HOW TO MAKE AND SET
No. 40.
TRAPS.-Inclu<llng l1ints on how to catch
moles, weasels, otter. rats . squirrels and
hlrds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
Illustrated.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END
MEN'S JOKE BOOK.-Contaiaing a great
variety of the latest jokes used br the most
famous end men. No amateur minstrels Is
complete without this wonderful littl& book.

No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
STUMF' SPEAKER.-Containing a vnriecl assortment of stump speeches, Negro. Dutch
ancl Irish. Al so end men's jokes. Just tl!e
thing for home amusement and amateur
shows.
.
readings.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A iUAGICIA.N.
No . 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNESEver:vonc is desirous o! knowing what his
-Containing tho grandest assortment o f
futuro life will bring forth, whether happimagical illusions ever placed before tho
ness or misery, wenl tll or poverty. You caa
public. Also tricks with cards, incantations,
etc,
tell by a t:lance at this little book. Buy one
and be convinced.
No. 44. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALNo. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENBUllI.- A grnncl collection of Album Verses
TOR.-EYery boy sho uld know bow invensuitable tor any time onrl occasion, embractions originated. 'l'hls book explains them
ing Lines of Love, Affection. 8entiment. Huall, glvini: examples in electricity, hydraulics,
mor, Respect. aucl Condolence. also Ve rses
J\rngnetism, optics, pneumatics. IW>clumics,
for Valenti nes and Weddings.
Suitable
·•
etc.
No. 45. T HE BOYS OF NEW YORR JIIJN.
No. 30. now TO COOK.-One of ,no most
lustructive books on cookin g ever pu hllsl1ed .
STREL GUIDE AND JOI{E HOOK - SomeIt ~outain• recipes for rooking meats. fish.
thing 110·w noel very instructive. EVer.v hoy
gnm(', and oysters; also nies, puddings,
should ohtaln this book. as it contains full
cnkcs n11<l all kinds of pas t ry, nud a grand
lnMructions for organizing an amateur min •
collef'tion of r eci ocs.
strel trun nc.
any addres, on recc.ip: of prie:~. 10c ller eu:iy, or J Lur ~Jc.: ., in u10111..1 ;r t.H posta,:e stampa. b,
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